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Figure I
lnterstate Highway System
from Rand McNalty Road Aflas 2OOO- Millennium Ed¡tion: map 3 (emphasis added).
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PREFACE

lmagine a city that bustles with movement and desire. lt is an almost endless
place with no defìning horizon, bounded only by the lateral constraints of its path
and the logic of mobility. Think of a park, the grandest park, with a cornucopia of
trees and flowers from everywhere, hills and valleys extending forever, all around
you' but always out of reach; or the old city, twinkling beside you, the ramp down
to it like a trip back in time. This is the backdrop to lnterstate city. we easily
move within it on neutral beds of asphalt. And so smooth! ln sealed pods,
everyone moves as a collective stream of mobile ideals following the written and
intuitive codes of conduct in this engineered city. you can spend all day here, in
this mobile world. lts scale is unlike anyplace else, unlike the historic urban
centers or the quiet rural landscapes that pass beneath it. To leave it is to return
to another world, a nostalgic world of decaying cities, romanticized ruins and the
labor of pedestrian traffìc. Thankfully, we don't have to worry about leavíng very
often because we have all we need right here. ln our community we have
entertainment, pleasure, art, culture and industry all under the democratic rule of
our government. To ensure compliance and continuity, we are monitored at all
times by invisible forces and frequencies. These digital forces are reshaping our
mechanical city as we speak. ln the end, they may redefine our spatial
relationships to the old cities and landscapes from which we have tried so hard to
separate ourselves. whatever the results, lnterstate city is sure to remain the
urban capital of the United States of America.
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The point is to drive. That way you learn more
about this society than all academia could ever tell
you...This creates a new experience of space, and,
at the same time, a new experience of the whole
social system.l

Jean Baudrillard, America
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I ABSTRACT

lnterstate city explores a unique urban form that has developed its own
character and culture beyond its infrastructural beginnings. This thesis seeks to
explain the emergence, development and constitution of a complex form of
infrastructure and human settlement. To help generate ideas and formulate a
critical position, a site is chosen at random. The case study examines the local
and regional implications of a national agenda to identifo processes that have
undergone significant 'shifts' in the way we use the road. lt frames its position by
examiníng fìve phenomenons that contribute to the shift from infrastructure to
urbanism. Each 'shift' represents a signifìcant point of departure in the
relationship of the highway and the city. while thematically very different,
together they help explain the subject. ldeas of speed, density, land use,
permanence and introversion frame the investigation of lnterstate City in its local,
regional and national context. To conclude, this thesis speculates about the
future of the highway and settlement around it.
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ln America, the architecture of the road has become
the last vestige of clarity in 21't Century urbanism.2

N. L. Appel, The City of the 21st Century

6INTRODUCTION
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1

lnterstate City

INTRODUCTION

The interstate highway is a city. we seamlessly inhabit it everyday whether we
realize it or not. lt organizes our lives, it lays out where and how we shop, it
determines where we live and work, and dictates the social contracts within it.
we intuitively navigate our way through it with ease, cruising from region to
region. lnterstate city does not subscribe to traditional notions of urban space
and boundaries. what it may lack in subflety it makes up in breadth, ín its
uncompromising and unwavering belief in itself as fhe built form of the 21st
Century (Figure 2).

lnterstate city responds to the circumstances of time and place. while historic
settlements embedded themselves firmly in the soil, lnterstate city reflects a
different sensibility that is deeply engrained in the psyche of its citizens. As life
and time continue to accelerate, the traditional city becomes obsolete. lt is no
longer the magnet for those seeking the freedom of choice, grandeur of form or
optimism of the future. lt has lost its symbolic power. The contemporary city
must be reflective of the desires and ambitions of its citizens, one that
accommodates a density of ideas, cultures, and beliefs. lnterstate city has
unwittingly become this new place, supplanting the historic settlements that have
ceased to reflect the values of its citizens. lt is a collage of energies acting and
reacting together. You are either within it, or not. lt separates and segregates
but also connects and unifìes. lt is democratic and systematic, controversial,
political, obtuse and sublime
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As new and greater road-systems are added
year by year, they are more splendidly built. I

foresee that roads will soon be architecture
too... great architecture. 3

Frank Lloyd Wright, An Autob¡ography
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BACKGROUND

unlike the traditional city, the highway is criticized for its placelessness and
environmental insensitivities. lt is perceived as an element within the urban and
rural tapestry of the country that has perpetuated the destruction and decline of
the old city. ln the 19s0s entire neighborhoods (and ultimately cities) were
leveled by a public policy that valued mobile commodity over urban continuity.
The traditional city was seen as something that needed to be updated to the
ideals of the day. Progress was measured in the newness of invention and this
applied as much to urban planning as to automotive styling.

originally, the highway was a democratic tool used to unite the country, both
physically and symbolically. lt allowed previously unreachable regions to be
explored and exploited. lt helped colonize the west and create the most
powerful economy in the world. o The high*ay freed Americans from the
constraints of geography. Today however, the highway has lost much of its
original symbolism. lt exemplifìes the failings of American mid-century urban
planning, though this view takes only part of the equation into account.
Attempting to ratify the existence of the highway within the old city is difficult - the
highway perceived as infrastructure alone tells only part of the story.

while urbanists and planners were looking at the highway as an object within the
old city something interesting happened - the highway developed its own identity.
Its spatial and programmatic detachment from the old city and landscape that is
seen as its greatest failure is precisely what has made it successful. Spurred by
the popularity of the automobile, it has created its own rules of conduct, culture,
economy and architecture to define it. lt has become the defìning line of an
endless city that has been unfurled across 42,ooo miles of the American
landscape.

oBJECT (WHY THE H|GHWAY)

As seen in Baudrillard's writings on Los Angeles and the desert, the highway is a
"challenge to meaning and profundity, a challenge to nature and culture".5 For
nearly fìfty years, the lnterstate Highway system has pursued its ambitious
automotive goals with litfle resistance from its many detractors. Although support
at the federal level assured its execution, the story of the road and its urban
accession reflects the collective values and the architectural vision of the
American city in the 20rh century. As such, it warrants investigation.

I1 INTERSTATE CITY



Figure 3
Cutaway: 1980 Ford Capri automat¡c Transmiss¡on
from Hayes Manual
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5 SHIFT

lnterstate city is everywhere. As a ubiquitous object, it presents a forum to
explore architectural ideas that resist formal temptations to change with
contemporary fashion.6 while it appears as a sorid, never changing object, the
emergence of lnterstate City can be explained as a result of significant shifls in
the planning and construction of the modern highway and the subsequent curture
and industry it has in turn generated.

The term 'shift', in an automotive conteñ, describes the process of physically
engaging the transmission. lt requires a certain skill set to coordinate the release
of the gas pedar, depression of the crutch and the change of gear but is a
procedure that most American car owners perform naturally. ln the past s0 years
however, the method of changing gears has undergone a revorution of sorts. rn
1940, barely 5o/o of all transmissions were automotive gearboxes compared to
over 95% today. Manually shifting the clutch between gears has been designed
out of the hands of the driver and become lost to history in the process of
automation (Figure 3). The removar of the manuar transmission, whire
considered an inevitability or simply the natural nexf step in automotive evolution,
hints at a more profound change. But what caused this ,shift' to occur in the first
place and what is the trickle down effect to the experience of the road? By
altering just one aspect of our automotive responsibilities, the view from the road
undergoes significant changes.

lnterstate city is described by examining five signifìcant shífts:

3.1 Acceleration
The spatial and programmatic constitutions of lnterstate City are derived from the
acceleration of movement and the foreshortening of time and distance. Building
on Giedion's Mechanization Takes command, Acceleration traces the effects of
these cultural forces on the old city, the highway and their role in the creation of
lnterstate City.

3.2 Decentralization

Early in the 20rh century, as the industrializedcity became increasingly
congested, proposals for new urban settlements began to appear. lnterstate city
emerged decades later, in part from these decentralized plans. ln chronicling the
shift away from a centralized urban core, the spatial constitution of the present
lnterstate City comes into focus.

l3INTERSTATE CITY



l-801 I-287 lnterchange
trom 2002 Globexploter, AirphotouSA: published on www.mapquest.com
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3-3 Line

lnterstate city is adaptable. The overarching line of the highway forms the
backbone that structures the whole. lt easily absorbs any event or program
along its edges without disruption to the operation of the whole.

3.4 Erasure

lnterstate city is a new city. lt follows the internal logic of mobility at the expense
of landscapes and existing cities. while traditional cities build upon the urban
fabric of the past, lnterstate city invents itself anew. lt methodically lays its
perfect surfaces across the country and establishes its own definition of
regionalism.

3.5 lntroversion
Automotive refìnement, improved road building techniques, and the spatial
boundaries of the highway have led to increased introversion in lnterstate city.
with introversion and increased speeds comes the loss of traditional public
space. lnstead, the public realm is played out ,at speed' between the
interchanges amongst the sedans, wagons and SUVs, rinked through evorving
communication technologies that are revolutionizing the ,,view from the road."

Outlook

The expansion of digital infrastructures and a renewed contextual awareness
promises to transform the great mechanical city. From this perspective, many of
the shifts that help explain its emergence will be questioned as this final chapter
speculates as to the future of lnterstate City.

CASE STUDY

context and scale are perhaps the most diffìcult elements of lnterstate city to
examine concisely. lts incredible breadth can overshadow the subfleties of the
particular. The case study (Appendix A) is a way to generate and examine ideas
('shifts') that begin to formulate a critical position on the highway. Additionally, it
helps to contextualize the ideas within the landscape. The l-g0/l-2g7 interchange
in Parsippany, New Jersey was chosen at random to exprore the shift from
highway to lnterstate city. Located 30 miles west of Manhattan, the l-g0/l-2g7
interchange is indicative of thousands of other places in lnterstate city,
somewhere between city and country (Figure 4).

l5INTERSTATE CITY
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7 TERMINOLOGY

The Dwight D. Eisenhower lnterstate and Defense Highway sysfem refers to
over 42,000 miles of divided, limited access, high_speed roadways. The
lnterstate Highway conjures images of roadside stops, fast food drive thrus,
office parks, and big box stores. lt also invokes sensations of speed and open
space. 'system' unjustly neutralizes the processes taking place on and around
the highway. lt seems that its complexity and richness is better described by
using a much more emotive term like city. lnterstate city, then, refers to these
and otherevents unfolding because of (and in spite of) the presence of the
highway.

Existing simultaneously on a local, regional and nation scale, lnterstate city
requires a rethinking of both infrastructure and urbanity. The idea of lnterstate
city broadly refers to the lnterstate Highway system and the linear development
around it. lnterstate City is in fact a paradox. 'lnterstate' implies a relationship
between two or more states. 'City' on the other hand refers to a more contained
recognizable place, one embedded in culture, geography and history. lnterstate
City is an a-scale place with no center that has emerged as a distinct urban form
in the last half century. lt is a self-contained form of human settlement rather
than just a piece of infrastructure.

8 FOCUS

lnterstate city looks at the growth of the highway on its own terms. Much has
already been written on the fairings of the modern highway, from its
environmental insensitivities to the propagation of suburban sprawl. Many see
the highway as the greatest problem facing the contemporary city but this is not
the argument here. lnterstate city celebrates the automobile city, born of the
desires of its motorized inhabitants, and follows the story of the road from a
simple dirt track to today's complex urban form.

lT INTERSTATE CITY



Stuck in the mud
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The Road Historic overview of the highway

EARLY INFRASTRUCTURE

The road has always played an important role in establishing patterns of human
settlement. The story of early American infrastructure and setflement however,
begins along its river system (Appendix A.4). The fortune of a city was
dependent upon its ability to link itself with other markets. Cities in the east relied
on the Hudson, Potomac, Missouri, Mississippi and the Delaware Rivers to build
the foundation of the future union.T lt was along these natural watenvays that
goods and personner were shipped to further deveroping cities, thereby
extending the prospects of the developing nation. The first great infrastructure
project in North America, the construction of the Erie canar, opened the
American Midwest to trade and travel with the Eastern seaboard. lmmigrants
and freight docked in New york Harbor before being released up the Hudson
toward the canal. once through the locks, cargo navigated the Great Lakes and
settled as far west as chicago. unfortunately, the river system limited access
into the interior of the country. The incredible expanse of the country and the
topographic variations presented many physical challenges in navigating the land
and rivers. settlers were faced with the prospects of an immense geography. ln
1808, the most efficient way to ship goods from pittsburgh to philadelphia was by
water: 'Down the Monongahela River to the ohio, then down the Mississippi to
New orleans, around the tip of Florida and up the Atlantic coast".8 only 2g0
miles separate the towns by land but the fluvial trip covered more than 3,000
miles. lt was obvious that a land route was needed. within that same year, the
Federal government became involved in the h¡ghway buirding business.

19 INTERSTATE CITY



Figure 5
The Nat¡onal Road
From Ra¡lz' K. et al. The National Road, (Balt¡more: The Johns Hopkins Un¡versity press, 1996) p.196.
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10 THE NATIONAL ROAD

The early American highways were macadamized, compacted mud, gravel or
wooden planks. For the most part, maintained roads radiated out from urban
centers and dissipated in rural fìelds. Towns sustained themselves through local
industry and production so there was little need to develop or maintain highways
beyond the city boundary. However, as the country's economy expanded and
new towns incorporated further inland from major fluvial arteries, lhere was a

need for efficient ground transportation. ln 1808, the Federal Government
passed the first highway act to address poor road conditions. The project,

majestically named the National Road, set ambitious goals considering the
infancy of the nation (Figure 6). lt set out to link the established East coast with
the emerging towns in the western frontier. Beginning in Cumberland, Maryland,
it passed through Wheeling, West Virginia, across the Appalachian Mountains

and ended in Valdalia, lllinois. 
n 

Wh¡1" still diffìcult to travel, the National Road

represented a significant conquest of geography and road building

competency.lo What is ímportant to recognize in early highway building
programs is that building infrastructure was a way of colonizing new regions and
staking a claim to its mineral wealth. ln as much as it linked new towns, the
highway was the first step in establishing the economy of undeveloped areas. lt
attracted settlement along its edges. By the mid 19th Century however, the
National Road was all but forgotten as the railroad supplanted horse and coach
travel as the dominant form of ground transportation. But the federally funded
continental highway program would be revisited with the introduction of the
automobile almost a century later.
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Could ít be that Americans are a resfless people, a
mobile people, never satisfied with where they are
as a matter of selection? The pioneers, the
immigrants who peopled the continent, were the
restless ones in Europe. The steady rooted ones
stayed home and are still there.11

John Steinbeck, Travels with Charley: ln Search of America
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11 MECHANIZATION

The mechanization of movement is fundamental to the creation of lnterstate City.
Additionally, the transformation of labor practices in the l grh century marked a
monumental leap in the acceleration of all aspects of human relationships. ln
farming, the advent of the reaper and tractor allowed for faster methods of
cultivation, which subsequently produced greater yields.12 The surplus this
created could not be consumed locally thus strengthening the export and trade
relationship between the farm and the city. within the same generation, the
railroad became part of the mechanization equation. lt was the economic artery
for exporting these goods to new markets miles away. concurrenfly, individual
land holdings increased (as harvesting required less manual labor hours)
creating a still greater surplus. lnterestingly, the railroad's efficiency highlighted
the inadequacy of the supporting road network. The rail succeeded in
transgressing great distances but like the river and canal system before it, did
nothing to address the problem of rural roads. The railroad gave advantage to
those whose land was close to the elevator or who were fortunate (or wealthy)
enough to have a well-maintained road surface leading to it. The farmer who
lived a hundred miles away was at an obvious disadvantage. Muddy roads often
made passage impossible, costing the farmer valuable time and money.

12 THE LINCOLN HIGHWAY

As city roads were paved and extended into the country, interest grew for a
transcontinental highway. The introduction of the Model-T for a mere gs2s,
created a demand from the new motoríng public to pave public roads outside the
city (Figure 7). The Lincorn Highway was the first major federar roadwayl3
conceived specifically for the automobile. Before lhe Lincoln Highway, a
succession of connecting municipal roads and frontier trails was the only way to
cross the continent. At the turn of the century, very few roads were even paved
and most were unsuilable for the influx of automotive travel. The Lincoln
Highway built upon a nationalist agenda in an effort to unite the country from
coast-to-coast.
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Figure 7
Paved Roads in America, 1926 and 1943.
From Raitz, K. et al. The Nat¡onat Road, (Ballimore: The Johns Hopkins university press, 1996)
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Around the same time, the colorful names of highways and turnpikes like the
'Liberty', 'Lincoln' or the 'washington' fell to impulse of standardization. ln an
effort to systematize the nation's road networks, the American Association of
state Highway Transportation officials (AASHTo) was formed in 1926. lt
proposed a new numbered system to replace named highways that overlapped
and ofien followed one another. By year's end, for example, the Lincoln
Highway, as it was originally known, had been divided into the us 1, us 30, u.s.
530, u.s. 40, and u.s. s0. The establishment of the route system marked a
signifìcant shift in the ideology of highway building and gave a hint at what was to
come; the numeric representation of roads was a centralizing act of power. lt
afforded easy quantification of local roads, each with its own colorful history, into
a neutral, national database of integers.

13 AN UNFAIR COMPETITION

Not so long ago (a century or there-abouts), Gammas, Deilas, even Epsirons,
had been conditioned to like flowers - flowers in parÍicular and witd naiture in
general. The idea was to make them want Ío be going out into the country at
every available oppoñunity, and so compe! them to consume transport.

Huxley, Aldous. Brave New World, (New york: Harper & Brothers, j932), 22.

Before 1956, less than half of all u.s. households possessed an automobile.
The majority of the population traveled less than 5 miles to work on light rail lines
or local bus routes and automotive travel was largely confìned to one region.
Trains more easily accomplished inter-regional travel, as the roads were still
unreliable. once the Federal Government committed itself seriously to the
construction of a road network, the train companies could not complete. The
new lnterstate linked greater markets, offered choice of routes and the freedom
from schedules. with all the apparent benefits of road travel, the rail companies
did not stand a chance. Automakers continued lo weave together life and
machine making it impossible to live without a car.

At the same time other forces were at work. Beginning in the late 1g20s,
General Motors began secretly buying local rail companies in cities across the
conspiracy was revealed and Mack rruck, Firestone, standard oil and GM were
indicted on federal antitrust charges. By this time however, the damage had
already been done. The destruction of the nation's light rail lines had cleared the
way for the automobile to control mobility and dictate the direction of federal
policy regarding financing of infrastructure projects (Figure g).14
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Figure 8
Abandoned tracks
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Once under their control, the lines were decommissioned, the tracks torn up and
the overhead wires removed. To fill the void left by the trolleys, GM proceeded to
sell their own manufactured buses to the cities. More than 100 cities from Los
Angeles to New York were reconfigured by General Motors to move off the tracks
and on to pavement. The car giant also convinced other stakeholders in road
building industry to help further their cause. ln 1942, the conspiracy was
revealed and Mack rruck, Firestone, Standard oil and GM were indicted on
federal antitrust charges. By this time however, the damage had already been
done. The destruction of the nation's light rail lines had cleared the way for the
automobile to control mobility and dictate the direction of federal policy regarding
financing of infrastructure prolects. 1s

By the 1930's, interest in a national network of superhighways was growing
across the country16 and the incredible popularily of the automobile was creating
pressure at the federal level to accommodate its potential. By the end of the
decade, the 27 million automobiles registered in the U.S. still drove on what were
essentially expanded carriagewaystt. while the Lincoln Highway and the u.s.
Route System initially addressed the needs of the automobile and regional travel,
the type of uninterrupted, high-speed corridors that the automobile demanded,
had yet to arrive.

14 GRADE SEPARATED INTERCHANGE

ln central Park, F.L. olmstead recessed the cross-town roadways to reduce their
visual impact on the landscape. By separating the grades of two intersecting
paths, each one is permitted to continue without disruption, one going above, the
other below. The first grade separated interchange for highways came almost
seventy five years later at the intersection of Highwa y 4 and 25 in New Jersey.
The woodbridge cloverleaf rejected the use of stop signs or signals and creating
a simple but ingenious way to wind intersecting trafic into a continuous pattern of
movement. By the time of the lnterstate Highway Act in 1gs6, the grade-
separated interchange was recognized as the best method for controling high
volume trafic interchanges

27 INTERSTATE CITY
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"All roads lead, as they have for centuries, to the great centers of commerce and
communication As the continentat highway now leads us to the city of tomonow.
Here the city first receives lts goods and produce from the factorieí and the fields
of the world- Plazas of urban tiving rise over freeways. vehicles erectronicalty
paced, traver routes remarkably safe, swift and eff¡cient. Towering tern¡nas
serve secfions of rhe c¡ty; make pubric transportation more convãn¡ent; provide
ample space for pr¡vate cars. And from a rower lever, covered moring iatxs
radiate to shopping areas that are now truty - marketptaces of the ño,røi.';

from General Motors i964 Futurama exhibit audio narration (Generar Motors, 1964). transcr¡pped
publ¡shed at: http://www.phrenicea.com/futurama_ch¡p. htm

Figure I
Futurama model
ffom Rosenblum. Robert et al. Remembering the Fulure: the New york wortd's Fair fron 1g3g-1964,(New York: Rizzoli, l9B9)
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15 1939 WORLD FAIR: FUTURAMA

ïo understand the mobire dreams of auromakers and designers and the sociar
climate at the time, one need only refer to the 1g39 world's Fair in New york.
Dubbed rhe worrd of romonow, it was the fìrst exhibition to embrace
transportation technology as its major theme. sponsored by the automobire
industry, it recognized that 20rh century America was in the midst of a
mechanical revolution that was capturing the imagination of the pubric. over 3
million visitors came to the corona park site in eueens to see the vision of the
automobile manufacturers, one where the automobile and the highway were the
centerpiece of the future.

The Futurama exhibit in the GM pavilion was the most popular exhibition at the
Fair (Figure g). Designed by Norman Ber Geddes, the dispray was of a network
of super highways for the year 1960. Geddes envisioned a system where vehicle
spacing would be regulated by radio beams at speeds up to 160 km/h arong 14
lane roadways. The design separated city traffic by type ailowing for increased
efficiency and better flow.18 s¡m¡rar to ormstead's centrar park design and
corbusier's contemporary city, the type of movement determined its rocation
within the stratifìcation of the system; the lowest grade would be occupied by
service-oriented facilities while the top tiers would be for expeditious travel. He
optimistically estimated a cross-country trip of the future to take less than 24
hours (today, it takes s9). Arthough not ail of Geddes proposars were adopted or
even possible, his vision of a national transportat¡on system helped popularize
the concept of lnterstate travel.ls lt also prophesized the urban dispersal plans
like wright's Broadacre city that became a rearity by mid century (see chapter
^^,20r.¿).

The 1940's saw the opening of the pennsylvania Turnpike and Arroyo seco
Freeway in california. However, by the time the u.s. entered worrd war il,
momentum for highway buirding had begun to wane as federar poricy focused on
building munitions rather than roads. 21 

Arthough the war srowed the highway
initiative, it did give the u.s. and General Eisenhower a chance to see fìrsthand
the autobahn network in prace in Germany. The Nazi's were abre to effìcienily
amass armies from around rhe country through a network of limited access,
grade separated highways.tt rt gaue them a decidedry strategic mobile
advantage over the Allies because at that point, inter-regional travel in the u.s.
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Figure 10
Parsippany Highway Development

A: 1854
B: 1900
C: 1954
D:1970
E: 2002
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was l¡mited to two lane highways. Eisenhower would later recall .Germany 
had

made me see the wisdom of broader ribbons across the land."23 when the war
ended, super-highway construction took on an important role in u.s. homeland
defense strategy.

with the dawn of the atomic age, the u.s. needed a network of roads to
coordinate a strong military presence should the country ever engage in nuclear
warfare. "ln the case of an atomic attack on our key cities, the road net must
permit quick evacuation of target areas, mobilization of defense forces and
maintenance of every essential economic function."2a whether or not the
building of the lnterstate Highway system was required to fulfill this purpose is
debatable but marketing it as a defense strategy helped popularize the project in
Congress and among the American people.

16 1956 INTERSTATE HIGHWAY ACT

The lnterstate Highway building program marked a return to the large-scale
construction projects that characterized much of Depression Era federal building
projects. Like the Hoover Dam, lnterstate city displays coolness in execution
and an unwavering confidence in scale. A look at a map of the u.s. lnterstate
Highway System shows its incredible breadth and completeness in all corners of
the country (Appendix 8.14).

The lnterstate Highway and the Highway Trust Fund insured the success of
automolive travel and the dissolution of public mass transit. By investing heavily
into roadwork infrastructure, the federal government effectively changed the
direction of American mobility. when the automobile began to dominate roads
once used by pedestrians, carriages and bicycles, lawmakers approached Henry
Ford to help fìnance the construction of new roads. Ford however was adamant
that the responsibility for new road construction belonged to the federal
government rather than the automotive industry. This would prove monumental
in drafting future financing legislation. ln the history of lnterstate construction, the
federal government has spent over g32g billion. Had carmakers been made to
build the infrastructure for their products like the railroad companies a half-
century earlier, the plotting of the nation's road system may have taken a
different form.2s
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17 H]GHWAY CHRONOLOGYÍ

1808 The National Road begins construction.
1820 Beginnings of the fur trade in the West.
1821 William Becknell opens the Santa Fé Trail
1824 Trappers open up a route across the Rocky Mountains, which is to become

South Pass.
1825 The Erie Canal is opened, connecting Albany and Buffalo in upstate New york.
1826 Jededíah Strong Smith is the fìrst white man to cross the Rociy Mountains and

reach Southern California. He repeats the feat in the next year.
1827 lndependence, Missouri, is founded, and soon becomes the starting point of the

trails to the west.
1828 First U.S. raitroad, Baltimore & Ohio, was begun.
1841 Treks on the Oregon Trail become regular annual affairs.

First wagon train for California left lndependence, Missouri
1844
1849
1 858i61
1 859
1 860
1 869

1872
1877

Samuel F. B. Morse patents telegraph.
News of California gold rush leads to new wave of migrants on the trails.
Butterfield Overland Post links St. Louis and Los Rngèles by way of El paso.
Near Titusville, Pennsylvania, Edwin Drake succeedi with the fìist oil drill.
Pony Express established, connecting Missouri and California.
On May'10, a golden spike driven into a crosstie at promontory, Utah, marks the
completion of the fìrst transcont¡nental railroad.
Congress founded first National park, yellowstone.
A. L. Barber founds Trinidad Asphalt company and paves the first streets in
Washington DC with asphalt.

settlers staked claims.
Diesel engine patented.
Frank and charles Duryea of springfield, Massachusetts, build the first American
motor car.

1880 Railroads reach Santa Fé; the Santa Fé Trail falls into disuse.1882 Rockefeller's Standard Oíl Trust is first national monopoly.
1883 The santa Fé Railroad connects Los Angeles, santa Êé,-and Kansas city.

Completion of Brooklyn Bridge in New york.
1884 The Northern Pacifìc Railroad links seatile and st. paul, Minnesota.1886 Karl Benz builds the fírst motor car.
1888 J. B. Dunlop invents pneumatic tire.
1889 lndian Territory in oklahoma is opened to setilers; within 24 hours. 50.000

1892
1 893

1895 rhe first gasoline-driven automobiles are sold by the Duryea Motor wagon
Company of Springfield, Massachusetts.

1896 Buffalo, New York, is the fìrst major American city that has ¡ts streets paved.1898 The first "Stanley Steamer" is commercially available.
1900 The first steering wheel is built into a packard "ohio,,'replacing steering poles.

cars powered by electric energy outnumber gasoline-driven ones by twi to one.
Oil is discovered in Texas.
Oldsmobile introduces the speedometer.

1903 Henry Ford founds Ford Motor Company.
winning a $50 bet, Dr. Horation Jackson succeeds in crossing the u.S. in a car.
Accompanied by a chauffeur and his dog, he is on the road for 65 days.

1 
compiled from http://www.univie.ac.auAnglistiueasyr¡der/data/T¡mer¡neoverv¡ew.htm;

Department of Transportal¡on and Amer¡can Auto Association data:
htlp://inventors.about.com/library/¡nventors/blasphalt.htm: Asphalt Contractor Magaz¡ne (February 1 999)
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1904 Campaigns for the improvement of roads are under way.
Henry Ford sets a speed record _ 144 kmlh
New York City Subway is opened.

1905 Some 75,000 cars are on American streets1907 The first gas station opens at St. Louis.1908 General Motors founded.
Ford introduces the Model T car, priced at $gS0.1909 The first country road is being paved.

1910 Hot tar patented

1912 ln Redlands, carifornia, the first street markings are introduced.1915 A total of 2.3 million cars is reached.
Lincoln Highway, the first transcontinental road, is marked.1916 The "Federal Aid Road Act" introduces federal financing of highway construction

1 918 wisconsin introduces the system of numbered roads añd nigñwayé. 
- -

First trafüc light (with three colors) is installed.
1919 Dwight Eisenhower directs a miritary convoy across the country; the excessive

duration (two months) makes necessary the proper pavement ôf roads.1920 First regular licensed radio broadcast bêgun Áug. Zó.
Federal census record an equar numberõf peopre riving in cities as on farms for
the first t¡me.

1921 The first original white casile hamburger stand (in wichita, Kansas) introduces
the era of fast food.

1922 Doughnut tires and gas gauges are introduced.
The Ford Motor company manufacrures nearly half of the new cars and trucks in
use in the U.S.

1925 The system of numbering the federal highways is introduced.
The first motel is opened in San Louis Onispô, California.1926 Route 66 is estabrished, stretching from chicago to Los Angeres.1927 Ford discontinues assembling the model r afte-r producing ãu"i rz ,nittion.
Lincoln Highway, the fìrst coast{o_coast transit rðad, is alipaveO.

1??9 The first highway interchange in the nation is buirt in wood'briogã, ruew Jersey.1935 Howard Johnson develops the system offranchise restaurantsl

I 936
1 939

The first parking meters are introduced.
Boulder Dam completed.
At the The world's Fair in New york, Norman Ber Geddes advocates a system of
limited-access highways.

1940 The total number of cars in use in the U.S. exceeds 20 million.
Pennsyrvania Turnpike and Arroyo seco parkway (today's pasadena Freeway)
are opened to traffic.
First branch outlet of Dairy eueen is opened.

1944 The nationar system of interstate and defense highways is approved by
Congress.
The nationwide speed limit is set at 35 mph (ag km/h)1947 Death ofHenry Ford.

1949 The Volkswagen BeeUe is introduced to America.
Richard and Maurice JVlcDonald come up with their cheap and perfect fast food.
Nay Kroc opens first franchised McDonald's in Des plains, lllin'ois.1952 The first Holiday lnn opens at Memphis, Tennessee.
New Jersey Turnpike is opened to traffic.
The lnterstate Highway Act is introduced. over 40,000 miles of high speed roads
are plarned to be built largely with federal money. First estimates ãf the costs are
near $27 billion; until today, more than $i25 billiôn have actually been spent.

1 956
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Figure 1l
Bluning
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S h iftS Emergence of a new form of settemenr

3.1 Acceleration: a city for speed

"The splendor or the worrd has been enriched by a new beauty- the beauty of
speed."

Banham, Reyner. Theory and Design in the F¡rst Mach¡ne Age, (New york ,1967), 2Bl.

lnterstate city is the response to an ever-accelerating culture. From ihe radius of
its on ramps to its even layer of asphalt surfacing, it builds according to a culture
bent on-speed. since the mechanization of movement began over a century
ago, the way we move through space continues to accelerate. lnfrastructure
often instigates these mobile changes but more often then not, built form plays
catch up to vehicular innovations (Appendix B: Figure B.g). with increased
speeds came improved roads. As we float effortlessly between regions, the
borders with which we once defined our lives become meaningless markers
within a continuous line of development. This blurring and foreshortening of
distance coupled with the compression of time sets the tone for the creation of a
new form of settlement.

Before the Model-T, most people never ventured further than 20 miles from their
home during their entire lifetime. ln 193g, Americans traveled a lolal of zz1
million miles. By 1956, the year of the rnterstate Highway Act, the s9,348,0s9
motor vehicles in use in the united states traveled 700 million miles. Now, less
than fìfty years later, there are over 213 million vehicles on the road consuming
2-7 billion miles per year with each registered driver averaging 12,4g4 miles per
year (Appendix B: Figures 8.1 - 8.7). we take for granted the ability to travel 70
mph between regions when less than a century ago we remained bogged down
in the mud.
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Figure 12
lnterval
from Kieran, Stephen and Timberlake, James. "Parad¡se Regained', Archilecture. December, 1991, p.50

Figure 13
London Tube Map, Harry Beck (1930)
http:/^,vww.thetube,com/contenUh¡story/beckmap'1.jpg
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As our collective speed increases, the shape of our cities and infrastructure is
reworked. Pierce Lewis writes of the mobile succession whereupon the
dominant national transportation system is replaced when technologic innovation
offers a better (faster/more efficient) system.26 From rivers to canals to railroads
and ultimately to lnlerstate city, antiquated infrastructure (independent of its
present scale or economic worth) has been replaced. once the railway could
ship coal more easiry than the canal barges, the water network began a steady
decline. similarly, when the railroad could not compete with the automobile in
terms of access and freedom, it fell into disrepair. This shift to automotive and
híghway travel however, has proven to be substantially different both in terms of
its incredible breadth and the enthusiasm with which the private and public
sectors have embraced it.27 rn ress than 200 years these increases in speed
have redeflned the built landscape.

This new found mobile freedom provokes new ways of thinking about our buirt
world. lt pits conflicting notions of soridity and space (geography) against
metaphysical ideas of fluidity and transience. while impressive in form, the
shape of lnterstate city is born of its ability to process movement within. ln this
sense, it is Alex Krieger's transient American city, a temporary and unfinished2'
form unable to completery overcome the "immense geography', (that of untamed
nature) or the speed of its desires.2'Th" [city] has no weight, it seems barery to
rest on the soir...born temporary [it hasj stayed that way...The resurt is a moving
landscape for its inhabitants."30 unlike the European city, lnterstate city develops
to expedite processes rather than to establish points of stasis. lt is þuilt to suite a
perpetually accelerating population whose desire for mobile freedom dictates its
direction and spatial constitution.

I8 TIME/DISTANCE/INTERVAL

lnterstate City reworks the idea of distances and hence boundaries, based on the
acceleration of movement. As presented by Kieren and rimberrake, distances
collapse in lnterstate Highway travel. 2 mires of grid streets in centrar
Philadelphia for example equals 20 mires of lnterstate Highway traver ¡n a twenty
minute interval (Figure 12). 'with time-not distance- as the measure, this new
city is arguably as dense as the conventional city',.31 The abstraction of the
spatial relationships of Harry Beck's 1930 map of London's railway and emerging
subway system (Figure ts¡.32 ay abstracting the randscape into a series of
connecting nodes where distances are graphically represented, the map offers a
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more legible reading of the transportation network as it relates to the city. lt
emphasizes the location of places relative to one another rather than theír
geographic position in the landscape. ln "The View from the Road", Kevin Lynch
takes this mapping idea a step further by quantifying distances in terms of their
temporal meter (Figure 14). ln his study, a six and a half mile drive down the
highway is represented along a twelve-minute line spatially divided into one-
minute intervals-33 Looked at another way, a 2.s second reaction time delay while
traveling at 70 mph adds 257 feet to the 583 feet it takes to come to a complete.34
stop.

ln the context of time and space, it would seem that lnterstate city has already
produced an abstracted map of its own. Rand McNally's time/distance map uses
straightline segments to connect cities independent of the geography that
separates them (Figure 15). This map seems more representational of lnterstate
city than even the lnterstate Highway road aflas (Figure 1, see also Appendix B:
Figure 8.14). we begin to see the highway and in fact the country not as a
distances but intervals of time.

.{_ i\
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Figure 15
Time-D¡slance Map
from American Automobite Association Un¡ted States of America Road Map (2000)
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l-80Overpass, Western pennsylvania
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19 RAMP

The grade-separated interchange is the only type of interchange allowable in
lnterstate city (the stop sign, traffìc light or even the round-about are ouflawed,
relegated to cities less concerned with the prospect of stasis). lnterstate City has
developed intricate patterns of ramps to control and direct movement as
required. The Diamond, cloverleaf, parclo, stacked, Trumpet and Directional ,T'

are terms that describe both physical spaces and patterns of movement
(Appendix B: Figures 8.13). They are constructs created by a culture committed
to maintaining continuity of movement above all else.

The acceleration of traffic and the transition from distances to intervals is
manifest in lnterstate city through its on-ramps. lnterstate city is made up of a
series of interconnected highways that rarely terminate. lnstead, they
seamlessly connect with one another to reroute traffic in a new direction (Figure
16). The interchange ramp is the physical expression of movement as it changes
direction (Figure 17). From 0 to 70 mph, it is the threshold between stasis and
engagement in lnterstate city. Reyner Banham describes its elegance: ,,...the

santa Monica/ san Diego intersection is a work of art, both as a pattern on the
map, as a monument against the sky, and as a kinetic experience as one sweeps
through it."35
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F¡gure 18
Contemporary C¡ty
fromLeCorbusier. TheCityofTo-morrow,trans.F.Etchells,(London: TheArchitectural press), 1929.
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Figure 19
Broadacre City
from Wr¡ght, F.1., The L¡ving City, (New york: Hor¡zon press), 1938.
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3.2 Decentralization

The highway enables the decentralization of the traditional city. lt allows an
accelerated culture to disperse itself at will across the landscape. The shift from
urban city to lnterstate City (or from center to unfurled line) begins to determine
who and how the inhabitants of this new city will settle. By looking at the
influences of the urban exodus and at early proposals addressing the city-
machine relationship, lnterstate City can be seen within the historic continuity of
decentralized urban planning.

20 CENTER

lnterstate City has no center. Historically, the center was the ideological and
symbolic anchor of the city and its inhabitants. ln the Generic City described by
Koolhaas, the core is no longer the historic meaning center. History, as an
identifìable construct, is fading.36 utopian suburban developments spring up
outside the core, even outside the periphery as entire communities are planned,
executed and inhabited. There is no need for a beginning point - a terminus that
simultaneously marks a development's birth and death. History, density and
identity are created in an instant. The centerless city is a backdrop to the myriad
of ideas and values of all cultures on one specifìc culture for one specific place.

21 UTOPIA

ln the fìrst half of the 19th Century, America was coming to terms with the urban
implications of the mechanical revolution. As cities were becoming increasingly
populated and vertical, it became apparent that the automobile was out of sorts
with its urban context. The old city was a city built for pedestrians, not machines.
The grid layout of ¡ts streets was unequipped to handle the unbridled expansion
of the automobile. The freedom of movement promised by mechanization was
being suffocated by its own success. Cobblestone streets were filled with horse
and carriages, automobiles, pedestrians and bicycles vying for position and right-
of-way.

The machine was transforming the relationship of people and the street, and of
the city and the landscape. spatial values, once the determinant of the built
world, were
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being supplanted by temporar varues as speed and mobirity increased.3T rn
dealing with the new spatial requirements of the automobile, architects dreamed
of utopian garden-machine relationships. For the most part, these visions called
for the decentralization of the city and greater connections to the land.

22 COMMUTER RAILROAD

Before the automobile solidified the current suburban plan, the railroad provided
the fìrst real opportunity for a city-country (work-live) relationship. lnitially, the
wealthy classes bu¡lt stately homes outside the increasingly industrialized urban
centers. Nearby towns that once existed in relative autonomy were brought
within the "metropolitan orbit" as the railroad "dissolved the barriers of time and
distance."38 within the suburb, setilement tended to canalize along the tracks.3s
walking time to the railway station limited its outward growth to a manageable
distance. Although this hardly represents a significant decentralization of the
city, it began a pattern of regional settlement derived from the parameters of
mechanized transport and related infrastructure.

The linking of rural and urban settlements was symbolic in reconciling moral
strength (country) and cultural refìnement (town). ln the second half of the lgrh
century, transcendentalists viewed rural America as a place for contemplation
rather than a place for hard agrarian work.ao lt was perceived as the principled
alternative to the increasingly crowded and corrupt urban centers but they soon
came to realize the isolation and loneliness inherent in a rural retreat. The
advent of the railroad and the commuter suburb allowed ,,frequent 

intercourse
with the city",a1 a welcome link between the two worlds.
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23 THE CITY OF TO-MORROW

corbusier's proposal for the contemporary city called for the elimination of
existing congestion in the center by diffusing said center into nodal towers
separated by large expanses of pedestrian greenspace (Figure 1g). His plan
maintained the density of the skyscraper but placed it within a rural landscape.
As in Futurama, traffìc circulation was of the utmost importance. To maintain the
surface space for pedestrian leisure, traffic was relegated to the underground. lt
was separated into functions based on the type of vehicle and the fìnal
destination of its journey. lnterestingly, there was no allowance for a tramway
and the railroad was used primarily for cargo transport. on the surface, the
contemporary city was a city for people, with the automobile as the primary
means of transportation.

24 BROADACRE CITY

Frank Lloyd wright believed that mechanical exaggerations and the skyscraper
were the gravestone of capitalist centralization .o' The congestion of the city
suffocates the individual, hindering personal and spiritual growth. salvation for
the city lay in liberal and deconcentrated ground ,s".0' H" wrote, ,,crowding is a
ruse and has no beneficent solution except to inspire us to plan the new city."aa
His plan for Broadacre City addressed these issues by allotting each individual
one-acre of land and positioning houses among well{reed, curvilinear streets
(Figure 19). This new sense of spacing was the first step toward true democracy
through a decentralized city. Though described as "organic living in nature',,
Broadacre city ironically relied heavily on the mechanical forces that wright
determined to be destroying the old city. A mass transportation network (much
like the commuter suburb of flfty years earlier) offered an escape from the ,'urban

,, 45cage .
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Figure 20
"H¡9hway Transportation Feeds the Nat¡on in Defense'
from The National Highway Users Conference,
Washington: 1956.

More than any single action by the government
since the end of the war, th¡s one would change the
face of America. ... lts impact on the American
economy - the jobs it would produce in
manufacturing and construction, the rural areas it
would open up - was beyond calculation.ao

D. D. Eisenhower, Mandate for Change 1953-1956
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25 DEFENSE THROUGH DECENTRALIZATION

while designers were dealing with the impact of the automobile on the city, the
cultural climate of the country and the world was changing. The threat of atomic
attack on large American cities became a real concern of the federal
government. Today faded black and yellow fall-out shelter signs within many
cities denote the location of chambers built in the 1gs0s. while the weapon may
have been new, the initial urban strategy to defend against it certainly was not.
The "magical purpose of wa/' as Lewis Mumford describes the process, created
"elaborate systems of fortifications, with walls, ramparts, towers, canals".aT But
the impact of an atomic bomb could not and cannot be defended against by
simple reinforcement. As a secondary pre-emptive measure, the physicar
composition of the city was called into question. As described by Tom Vanderbilt
in survival city, rhe cord war was a war of engineers, not sordiers that
transformed the domestic landscape.as

The density of cities was seen as a liability that would result in signifìcant loss of
life in the event of an attack. Large cities were perceived to be more prone to
being targeted than small towns.ae By dispersing the cities to smailer centers,
potential casualties could be minimized (Figure 20). while there was no official
government policy or program, it is interesting that around the same time the city
began to seriously disperse, congress was already setting out the framework for
the infrastructure that courd support such an urban reorganization.

The 1956 lnterstate Highway system plan and a 1g41 proposal for a strategic
military highway network are Ìndeed simirar (Figures 21 ,22).uo The years
building up to the 1gs6 lnterstate Highway Act were overshadowed by continual
u.s. military conflict overseas. The threat of war influenced highway-building
policy and helped popularize the idea of high-speed roadways. ln 1g40, Franklin
Roosevelt advised congress that the foilowing was necessary: [A] speciar
system of direct interregional highways, with all necessary connections through
and around cities, designed to meet the requirements of the national defense and
the needs of a growing peacetime traffic of longer range.sr
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Figure 2l
1941 proposal for Mil¡tary Highway Network
from Raitz, Karl ed. The Nat¡oral Road (Bart¡more: The Johns Hopkins un¡versity press, 1996)
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Figure 22
1947 Plan for Nat¡onal System of lnterslate Highways
from the Yellow Book, (washington, D.c.: pubtic Roads Administration- Federal works Agency,194z)
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IMPLEMENTATION

The commuter railroad, garden suburb, Broadacre city, contemporary city, and
the defensive military plan all sought relief from the constraints of the city through
decentralization. Each saw the congestion of the traditional city as an
impediment to the freedom and well being of a mechanized society. But while
they differ in terms of their formal and aesthetic representations, they are linked
in at least two regards: their intensive development of transportation
infrastructure and theír reliance on the automobile to accomplish their
decentralization. The functions of automobile, truck, train or tram are all spatially
delineated to maintain generous open spaces for pedestrian enjoyment. lt is
here that lnterstate city breaks from these and other utopian urban visions. The
impetus for the development of lnterstate city is not the creation of untouched
pedestrian open spaces but rather the calculated movement of people and goods
from one place to another. Pedestrian space is barely even an afterthought in
lnterstate city. Regardless, these visions helped popularize the concept of a
decentralized form of human setflement that would later characterize the spaces
of lnterstate City.
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Figure 23
l-8011-287 lnterchange, Morr¡s County, NJ.
From above. the decentralization of the American c¡ty is more easily visible. Note the l¡ne of lnterstate City
írom 2002 Globexplorer, A¡tpholousA: published on www.mapquest.com
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3.3 Line spatial organization of lnterstate City

The current pattern of low-rise urban development has been perpetuated by
lnterstate Highway construction. While there are many socio-economic factors
influencing this continued sprawl, it began with (and is dependent on) the
success of the lnterstate Highway. The road and infrastructure prospecting has
always been the line which attracts settlement:

A road which for some reason has become established along an 
",1ifir¡"t 

¡ir", 
"Iine not directly dictated by the formula of m¡nimum effort, wit "canalize" traffic, so

that, even when an altemat¡ve and better way has been provided, institutions and
towns and all fhaf goes for human activity witt have taken-root along the way and
all history w¡ll be deflected by the deftection of the Road.s2

Like the laying of the railway in the l gth century, American prospectors staked
claims alongside the lnterstate frontier creating development in-between major
cities. ln pre-automotive times, roadhouses and small inns along macadamized
roads were welcome relief for those riding the stages. Later, canals encouraged
the industrial development of iron forges and shipping while the rail introduced
new standards in hotel construction. The modern highway however, altered the
face of the nation more than any other infrastructure project in the last century
(Figure 23). lt was not long before industries realized the potential of investing
their fortunes along America highways. The highway was the new commercial
main street where thousands of passer-bys from around the country
congregated. ln California, development occurred along the Strip, with buildings
facing the passing traffic. Much of the Strip architecture catered to the freedom
and accessibility provided by new high-speed freeways. Movie theaters, hotels,
restaurants, malls and even churches all began to respond to by modifying their
typologies to accommodate the automobile.s3 The drive-in, drive thru or drive-up
archetype began out west but quickly became a model for the rest of the
country.
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100 years asphalt bed use life
20 years asphalt topping
10 years automobile use límit
2 years average office space lease
2 years life span of orange line paint
5 days UPS ground delivery for cross-country

package
1 week time between grass cuttings in center

meridians
3 days delivery time of Barnes and Noble

on-line book order
I hours work day (plus commute)
1 min 32 secs. Acceptable Drive-Thru transaction time
32 seconds Big Mac preparation time
9 seconds acceleration from O -TO mph (approx)
5000 rpm BMW @ 70 mph

Figwe 24
Cycles
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27 MEGASTRUCTURE

". ..a large frame in which ail the functions of a city or paft of a city are housed. It
has been made possibre by present day technorogy. ln a sense, it is a man-
made feature of the landscape. lt is like a great hitl on which ttalian towns were
built."

Maki, Fumihiko, lnvestigations ¡n cotteclive Form (st. Louis: washington university, r964), 8.

The issue of permanence in a large project or city ís comparable to the
megastructural projects of the 60s and 70s (see Fumihiko Maki, corbusier,
smithson, Archigram). lnterstate city amplifies (unconsciously) the tenets of the
megastructural project on a national scale. conceding litfle to scale, it imposes
rigorous order and direction on mobility across the landscape. The highway
structure eliminates natural obstacles to create a man-made mobile environment
around which programs can be structured. The comprehensive city,while
fantastical, illustrates many of these pervasive ideas: the conquest of regions,
structural dependence, optimization of distance, and the containment and
adaptability of program (Figures 2s,26). lts cross-section and plan demonstrate
a complete disregard for the topographic variation and imposing structure that
characterizes much of lnterstate City. What is of interest here is the organization
and ease with which programs can integrate into the system.

ln lnterstate City, the programs of the 'line' can be inserted and extracted without
disruption to the whole, creating an infìnitely changeable city. ln some instances,
lnterstate city will cluster similar programs while at other times relationships
between industries and services are more randomly determined (Figure 2g).
Regardless, their proximity to the highway and all its benefits places them withín
the community of lnterstate city. other than access and dependence on the
highway, there is no programmatic doctrine to dictate development. As such,
lnterstate city can absorb almost anything. Like Beauburg, lnterstate city
proposes spaces where anything is possibles within a rational structure.

lnterstate city has developed a structure that has become more than merely a
framework for inserting programs. The structure itself has its own life and identity
independent of the programmatic modules that tap into it while giving spatial
order to these parts. lt differs from other megastructure projects in that it is an
open environment (relatively speaking), and promotes concentration of program
along its edges while maintaining a relatively low density of use. The system
creates an opportunity for larger units to be developed ('plugged-in') while
attempting to'resolve the conflicts between design and spontaneity, the large
and the small, the permanent and the transient."55
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Figure 25
Comprehensive City: plan
from Mitchefl, Mike and Boutwell, Dave. "Comprehens¡ve City., (Domus: January, 1969)
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Figure 26
Comprehensive C¡ty.. Cross Section
lb¡d.
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28 MODULE

The module (or 'rand bay'; 'garden') is not necessarily quantifìabre in terms of rot
size or zoning ordinance (although rear estate speculation and deveropment pray
a signifìcant rore in expanding the city) but is measured in temporar intervars
(chapter 3.2). The module has a longer cycle of use then the individual
programs within it. whether its aesthetic is of an English countryside, French
formal garden, roting prairie randscape or simpry an open surface parking rot,
these landscapes are rikery to remain rong after the programs inhabiting them
have relocated.

Landscape berms, excavated vaileys, perfectly arigned trees, diagonar parking
lots with swedish bail fixtures, a rake, a randomry curvirinear patn, a wooden
bridge, a creek, picnic tabres anchored to steel posts embedded in concrete
pads, and great lawns with pop up sprinklers. park / Campus spatial
organizations bring the worrds of work and pray (pubric and private) croser
together. By providing on-site amenities, (chef, gym, masseuse, doctor, grocery
store) companies create a happy, consistently present workforce. The
architecturar theme of these parks can be anything from "Death star"
lnternationalism to Swiss mountain charet (see Appendix A.6).* rn the end
lnterstate city accommodates any formar ideas of buirt space regardless of the
stylistic overtures that neighboring modules may employ.

The continuity of buirt space in lnterstate city is in the highway itserf. Arthough
shielded' camouflaged, and buffered, the highway is the omnipresent force that
shapes the architecture of lnterstate city. lt determines proximity to exit ramps
as weil as the size and rocation of program. rt perperuates a disposabre
architecture, capabre of accommodating ail possibre programs. rt prefers crear
span, horizontal structures with easily adaptable spaces and ample surface
parking. Like the highway, roadside architecture has become regionarry neutrar.
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Figures 27
Parsippany: Interstate Development-1970
(¡nformation ford¡agrams collected from US. Geotogical SuNey:
Mottstown Sheet, various years)

Figures 28
Pars¡ppany: lnterstate development -2002
(information for diagrams collected from US. Geotogicat Survey:
Monistown Sheet, var¡ous years)
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29 PROGRAM

The cycles of use high help describe both the structure (highway) and the
programs of lnterstate city (Figure 24). The permanence of the organizing
structure involves incredible capital investment and requires heavy earth moving
and reshaping indicative of longer cycles of us".ut Th" structural framework has
a much longer life than that of the smaller units that it supports.ss The linear
organization of lnterstate city and endlessly development incentives at
underdeveloped counties facilitates high turnover of industries and promotes a
transient workforce. offices, once full of burgeoning communication companies,
remain empty as the market continues to fall.5s Restaurants, warehouses and
offices close up or relocate to more a profitable interchange, cycling and
recycling the programs of lnterstate City.

The growth of large multinationar companies has changed the perception of
landscape and the program for rand deveropment. These industries are speiled
out for us, the company rogos of Exxon, McDonatd's or superg on big brue signs
at each lnterstate exit. They are the programmatic image of rnterstate city. rn
the interest of profìts and expedience, potential sites are selected based on their
accessibility to the highway rather then qualities of their specifìc regions.
lncreasingly, industriar programs are rerying on communication technorogies for
their economic success. often, their rocations are determined through market
demographics. Product flow, Gps anarysis of rand use, and sateilite photography
help companies optimize their location of distribution warehouses, fast food
restaurants and gas stations around the country.60 seemingly isolated outposts
are actually part of a complex corporate strategy to nationally disseminate their
product and image. Taken together, these murtinationar corporations form
integral pieces of a greater city. lnterstate City fosters a network of industries
and services that are dependent on their relationship to the whole. lnterstate City
has created a community that shares a common main street and the desire to
deliver in 3 days or ress. without an efficient means of ground transportation,
these industries may never have evolved to their present form.

As interchanges become increasingry deveroped, the segments between are
endlessly "fìlled" with parking rots, big box stores, conference centers, and
corporate parks. The extensive rength of the city makes it diffìcult (impossibre) to
see an end to its development.
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Figures 29
Land Use 2002: Parsippany: lBOll2BT
(¡nformat¡on for diagrams coilected from u.s- Georogicat su'ey: Monistown sheet,
various years)
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The cold war paranoia that stimulated interest in the decentralization of American
cities shaped its architecture as well. This paranoia influenced the image and
location of many u.s. companies concerned with their physicar and economic
survival. ln the fìrst half of the 20th century, a company's image was expressed
in its architecture. However, as corporate headquarters began to relocate
outside the traditional city, changes in the cultural and social climate affected
their design. The standardized dictum of the lnterstate network extends to
influence its architecture. The idea of a nondescript, low-rise glass box provides
a degree of anonymity in the landscape that many research and development
companies seek in the interests of self-preservation. ln plain view, it passes
without raising any eyebrows. Architecture as a symboric corporate image-maker
is replaced with corporate sensibility, now a goal rather than an expeditious
result. Many of the world's domain servers, the new mobile infrastructure, are
located in offlce parks around the country, cloaked in the lnternational style.61
They give no hint as to the program and power contained within their curtain
walls. companies and their secrets are hored up, just seconds from the
lnterstate, camouflaged by a landscape veil.

I stared at an entìre screen full of these words and they dissolved and tost their
meaning, the way words do when you repeat them over and over - the way
anything |oses meaning when context is removed - the way we can quickiy enter
the world of the immaterial using the simplest of devices, Iike multiplicationíz

30 PERMANENCE

The road is essentially isolated from íts built context. The continuity of built form
lies not in the permanence of the architecture of lnterstate City but in the highway
itself. The imposing solidity of its structure is testímony to a city built to
withstand all natural or man-made attacks. For nearly fifty years, the lnterstate
Highway has resisted the formar temptation to change with contemporary
fashion.63 lt has pursued ambitious mobile goals and has managed to defy
detractors as it methodically plots its path. lt is this frame that transcends history,
space and even culture rather than the transient programs that change with each
generation.
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Figure 30
Mountain cul: l-80, Pocono Mountains, pennsylvan¡a
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3.4 Erasure building the Highway

Good roads h.ave a.n in.fluence over physical impossrblrfles. By diminishing the
natural impediments, they bring places and their inhabitants nearer to each other.

A.J. Dailas, cumbettand Roac^ 11oth cong., 1'r sess. Americ¿n state papers, vorume; 21,
M¡scellaneous Vol. 2, Serial O3B, 1816)

lnterstate city is a new city. rt passes over, under and through the randscape
following the internal logic of mobility. Where necessary, it destroys the existing
context to accommodate the spatial requirements of its form (Figure 30). While
the old road was bu¡lt to the shape of the land, lnterstate City goes where it must
to link points with the most direct route. Since construction began, the lnterstate
Highway has accumulated more than 10 million acres of right-of-way land in the
united states.e lt harnesses explosive technologies to accommodate the
consistent push of automotive innovation and economic development. lnterstate
city builds by fìrst erasing what came before, redefìning regions, context and
scale in the process.

31 THE SHAPE OF THE LAND

written in 1816, this pre-automotive view of road building foreshadows the
practice of erasure in lnterstate City. Up until this point, road building had been
an evolutionary process of reusing the foundations of existing roadbeds or simply
following the contour of the land. The Split Log Drag, invented around 1904 by a
Missouri farmer, was employed by farmers across the united states to improve
local roads.6s This simple technique of dragging a heavy log behind a team of
horses or mules followed the shape of the land, over hiils and down through
valleys. As rural traffic increased however, there was a need for a more robust
road.

The macadamized road, named after its scottish inventor John Loudon
Macadam, was used extensively in the late 19th century. A 3{iered stone
surface comprised of a 12-inch large stone base, a S-inch midsize stone middle
layer, and a graver topping66 was compacted with heavy steam-powered ro[ers
to lock the stones into place. The advantages of this new road were evident
immediately. lt drained water extremely well and its hardened top surface
prevented carriage and bicycle wheels from getting stuck in the mud.
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Man's battle with nature has been won. Whether
we like it or not, we are now burdened with the
administration of conquered territory.

Ove Arrup
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Before standardized asphalt surfaces, the construction of the nation,s roads was
as disorganized as it was uneven. A scientific mandate for road buirding was
adopted in 1893 with Austin Byrne's treatise on highway construction that
advocated an approach simirar to what had been taken with the rairroad a harf
century earlier.6T within the Department of Agriculture, the office of Road lnquiry
was formed to research construction methodologies and to promote a national
system of roads. with the support of the influentiar League of American
wheelman and the rairroad companies, information about road buirding
techniques was spread across the country. As more data was collected, the
agency expanded into the office of public Roads and established a centralized
database to collect and disperse ínformation on optimum road-building methods.

strict material and spatial requirements for lnterstate construction made it
impossible or unfeasible to renovate existing roads. where the old road bent to
the land, the new highway courd be pranned as the crow flies, ,diminishing'
geographic and urban obstacles if necessary to apply its smooth surfaces. Even
though technologícar advances in dynamite and earth shaping machinery existed
before the lnterstate, the ideological shift in road planning set by the
requirements of the lnterstate Highway Act of 'l gs6 hastened their use. Just as
the reaper changed the face of farming a century earlier, large_scale earth
shaping equipment and dynamite would dramatically change the direction of the
road.
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4CaH5N3Oe(s)------> 6Nz(g) + t2CO(9)+ j0HzO(9) +7Ozß)

nitroglycerin

Figure 31
The standard dynamite used ¡n the us is composed of nitroglycer¡n, ammonium nitrate, and sod¡um
nitrate (2 other explos¡ves). wood pulp (the absorbing medium), and a trace of calcium carbonate lo
neutralize traces of acids that might form during storage.
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Though best known for their work with synthetic fibers, the Dupont company
began as a munitions manufacturer. ln 1g61, they opened a plant in Gibbstown,
New Jersey along what is now the r-295, south of phiradelphia.'B By 1g20, after
Alfred Nobelhad successfully stabilized Nitroglycerine (Figure 31) with a type of
clay called kieserguhr, the company had begun producing dynamite.6e what had
previously been a highly volatile substance could now be safely packed into rods
suitable for insertion into predrilled holes. The rand courd be easily erased to suit
the will of the road.

sideling Hill in western Maryrand had been a transportation obstacle for
centuries. The old u.s. Route 40 and the National Road before it followed the
curve of the hill in a dangerous hairpin turn. ln planning the lnterstate Highway, a
direct route through the mountain was selected. A mountain cut was deemed
safer and cheaper to buird and maintain than a tunner of simirar rength. To
connect l-79 in Fairmont, west Virginia with l-70 and l-g1 in Hagerstown,
Maryland, Holloway construction company of wixon, Michigan brasted over 4.S
million cubic yards (equal to 10 million tons) of rock. casehardened steel drill
bits bore holes for lhe s.22 million pounds of explosives that were used to carve
the 340-foot deep cut. From the surface of r-6g to the top of the ridge, the
struclure of a mountain range 32s to 350 miilion years ord is reveared.
composed of sedimentary rocks - conglomerate, sandstone, siltstone, mud rock,
shale and a small amount of coal - the ridge was formed when the tectonic plates
of North America and North Africa collided. lt took less than 16 months to carve
the mountain op"n.to
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Í|om 2002 Globexplorer, AirPhotoUSA: publ¡shed on www.mapquest.com

Figure 32
1278: Bronx. New York

F¡gure 33
l-278: Brooklyn Heights, New York
ln each of these instances, the road followed the path of least res¡stance, whether that resistance was
geographic, economic or political.
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33 CREATION

lnterstate city does not try to integrate with the old city. As a new urban form, it
exists apart from traditional settlement patterns and infrastructure. A highway, by
defìnition, denotes a raised road above the existing ground. From within, context
becomes self-referential as it focuses its energy and aesthetics on the problem of
mobility. An aerial photograph of an urban center helps illustrate the artificial
imposition of the highway in an urban setting. lnterstate city begins as a graphic
survey indiscriminately laid across the landscape. Topographical and geological
boundaries are secondary to the direction and flow of the road. lnterstate city
destroys so ¡t can bulld. lt disrupts the status quo as history, community, and
landscapes are all reshaped by the direction of the road. ln its wake, lnterstate
city leaves new spaces that existing urban and rural landscapes address with
varying results.

ln rare instances lnterstate city is land sensitive as with the l-27g in Brooklyn,
New York where the highway terraces opposing lanes of traffic down the natural
slope of a hill (Figure 33). lt sweeps under the Brooklyn and Manhattan Bridges
offering spectacular views of the city. At the base of the hill is the service road
for the adjacent piers followed by two levels of opposing traffic and a pedestrian
promenade on the top. Like olmstead's park plans and Geddes, Futurama, traffìc
functions are carefully composed to allow each to move freely and independently
of the other. ln an urban setting, this integration of lnterslate city with the
existing city is an exception rather than the rule. Further north on l-27g is a more
typical urban implementation.

ln the late 1950s and 1960s, much of New york city was being "renewed" by
Robert Moses in his attempt to modernize the city. ln the Bronx, the Bruckner
Expressway (Figure 32) cleared away historic centers and ripped out community
gathering places to make room for the highway. Digging the expressway lasted
months, violently blasting through the rock outcroppings that lay in its way. ln the
end, it left the community physically divided along an artificial line, the character
and urban fabric of the Borough redefìned by its edges. Mid-century renewal
exemplifìes the idea of erasure in lnterstate City. lt is representative of an idea of
urban planning that valued the new and modern over the slow continuity of urban
form.
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lnterstate city's commitment to the line has produced some unintentional
consequences. "ln spite of the calculation that goes into (its) planning _ in fact,
through its very rigidities - it is the one architecture that engineers the
unpredictable.'tt whil" constructing a 260-km stretch of l-g0 through the platte
River Valley of Nebraska in the 1960s, highway builders created a ',chain of
Lakes" in accordance with plans worked out joinily by the State Game
commission, the state highway agency, and the Bureau of pubric Roads
(FHWA's predecessor). Contractors obtained sand and other fill material for the
roadbed from low areas along the Platte River. Groundwater then rose to fill the
"borrow pits" and formed more than 50 new lakes. The lakes are used for
swimming, boating, fishing, and wildlife refuges. called ,'an imaginative bonus" of
l-80, the chain of Lakes prompted one journalist to write in 1966: "There is a
delightful but dangerous new malady...those doggone fisherman ringing their
banks."72

34 SURFACE

Technological innovation has changed the way we move through the landscape
in the last 100 years. From rubber sears in car doors to tuberess tires,
automotive improvement has created hermetic shells isolating us from our
environment. The surface between earth and tire however, has had the greatest
impact on the way we move through rnterstate city. cars float on a bed of
asphalt applied evenry enough to minimize cabin noise but gritty enough to
provide adequate traction. This layer of aggregate and asphalt absorbs regional
variations and vibrations. The land is excavated and compacted then leveled,
fìlled, and compacted again to ensure a predictabre ride. This increasingry
refìned plane suggests a new vision of the landscape, one that reduces regions
to surfaces.

The original lnterstate Highway called for concrete surfaces. 60% of the 47,244
mile u.S. lnterstate Highway system was built of concrete, especially in urban
areas where FHWA anticipated heavy traffìc volumes. concrete was selected
because of its superior durability, higher reflection of light at night, and greater
traction. As new technorogies improved the wear and traction of asphart
sufaces, concrete road construction declined. Today, 96% of all paved roads in
the u.s. are asphaltT3 including the majority of highways in lnterstate city (Figure
7). Hot Mix Asphart (HMA) is composed of approximatery 95% aggregate and
5% asphalt binder that are mixed together and heated. while the asphalt for
early pavement was mined from natural asphalt lakes,Ta almost all asphalt used
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today is refined from crude oils. After everything of value is removed, the
leftovers (hydrogen and carbon with smailer proportions of nitrogen, sulfur, and
orygen) are made into asphalt cement (the binder) for pavement.Ts one of
asphalt's greatest benefìts is that it is recyclable: nearly "100,000,000 tons of
asphalt is removed each year during pavement reconstruction and g0 percent, or
80,000,000 tons are recycled. No other u.S. industry recycles more of its own
product."76

Asphalt highways are designed with a maximum 100-year structural life span,
with periodic resurfacing every 15 to 20 years. The New Jersey Department of
Transportation found that the original structure of a 26-year-old, 1O-inch thick
patch of asphalton the l-287 has remained intact. ln addition, the NewJersey
Turnpike is over 50 years old and shows no signs of structural failure. A new

:; r'¡vrìS all that was required to maintain the integrity of the entire highway.TT

35 PROCESS

The process of building the lnterstate Highway is, in effect, a factory turned
insíde out. Rather than assembling a product that travels along a sequential line,
highway building requires that the assembly line be the object in motion. The
idea of a line moving relative to a stationary product can be seen in modern
skyscraper construction, starting with the Empire State Building. The building
was in essence a factory that produced a building within itself. As materials were
delivered to the site, a highly coordinated system of supply brought them to their
appropriate location. The workers moved about bolting and welding component
parts floor by floor. The building took shape as it inched closer to its final height
of 750 feet. lnterstate building follows these principles of automation and
assembly but rotates the process along a horizontal plane. Highly volatile
machinery is carefully sequenced to ensure an uninterrupted production
pro"ess.tu The National Asphalt paving Association describes the procedure as
follows:

A milling machine is typically used to remove the sufface materiar from an
existing roadway- That mateial is loaded into a truck and canied back to the
plant for recycling. A brooming machine Ihen comes to crean the suiace,
followed by a distributor truck, which puts down the tack coat that hetps glue the
new pavement to the ex¡sting su¡'face. A truck carrying HMA paving maîeriat from
the plant backs up to the paver and dumps the mai,teriat into ine hopper or
material transfer dev¡ce, or places the mateial in windrow so that it'may be
picked up and put into a paver. The paver rays a smooth mat. Then a sãnþs of
compactors comes after the paver to densify the materíal- These compactors
may include vibratory or static steet wheel rollers or rubber t¡re roilers.7e
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Asphalt detail l-80 Parsippany, NJ
subtle details like the vibfation gfooves cut in the shoulder, or the chemical composit¡on of the asphaltsurface, beg¡n to describe a regionar approacrr to Àrgh;ãy briliì"g not ev¡dent in the brasting ofmounta¡ns.
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36 REGIONALISM

Freeways should have a minimum of two throughlraffic lanes for each direction
of travel- Throughlraffic lanes should be al teãst 12 ft. wide. pavements shoutd
have a high-type suiace with adequate skrd resrsrance and provide a high
degree of structural adequacy. cross sropes shourd range between r.5 and 2
percent on tangent sect¡ons consrsfing of two lanes in each direction with a
crown at the centerline of the pavement. The higher value is recommended for
areas of moderate rainfall. For areas of heavy rainfall a cross stope of 2.5
percent may be necessaty to provide adequate pavement drainage ...For
elevated freeways on viaducts, two-lane pavements usually are iloped to draìn
the full width of the roadway. on wider facitities, parliculaiy in areás of heavy
rainfall, suíace drainage may be two ways on each traveled way so that snow
stored in the median will not melt and drain across fhe traveled wav. or the
median should be designed to prevent this occunence.ao

what then can be made of the changes to land engagement within lnterstate
city? Technological advances have helped create a domineering view of the
land rather than one of symbiosis and stewardship. The subflety of landscape
and region evident in the road that follows the river valley or the shape of the hill
is less evident in the vector-based planning of lnterstate city. perhaps a place
theory for lnterstate city is to be found below the surface, hidden in its chemical
composition. Rainfall, soil types, climate, and traffic volume constitute the
regional variables that the highway surface synthesizes in its mix. The
composition of aggregate and asphalt binder is site specifìc, engineered to suite
different climactic and regional conditions. ln areas with high rainfall amounts for
example, an open-graded pavement is used to allow water to drain through it to
prevent hydroplaning and spray (this type of surface also proves to be quieter in
urban areas).tt whilu lnterstate city may appear standardized on the surface, it
does, in fact, vary according to site (Figure 34).

Every morning the local news broadcasts the weather and traffìc conditions of the
lnterstate Highways. A big snow storm has the power to disrupt this engineered
city, though today we fear the immobility that it can create ralher than the
physical danger of the storm itself. As it approaches gridlock paranoia increases.
Even with the plows on standby and salt trucks spinning ahead of the storm,
lnterstate city is reduced in size from 4 to 3 lanes. snow pushed to the inside
lane constrains the flow. The remaining lanes must accommodate an increase of
as much as 12,000 cars per lane per hour until all the snow can be cleared.
when a little snow can cause such a crisis, the erasure of natural impediments
and the smoothing of the land seem like impractical attempts at environmental
control.
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Figure 35
Waterslide park; l-90. Wisconsin
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3.5 lntroversion from landscapes to dashboards

A watersride park off the r-g0 in wisconsin is an appropriate anarogy to the
highway itserf (Figure 3s). As a crosed, rinear transportation infrastructure, it
operales on the flows and cycres of users within an inwardly focused
environment. The pattern of the tubes describes the potential energy of the line
that is engaged as one passes through it. The tube fìlters out contexf much the
same way the automobile and the highway separate the driver from the
landscape. smoother roads, greater speeds, automotive refinement and new
communication technorogies have shifted the experience of the open road
inward. From a seared interior, seeing the road is more important than anything
else' Concurrently, the linear structure of lnterstate City only further emphasizes
this tendency to concentrate highway experience to the interior. rn the end, the
shift in focus from landscape to dashboard redefines the mobile experience and
particularly how we defìne public space.

37 ARCHITECTURE/INFRASTRUCTURE

within the confinement of the highway is an interesting spatiar paradox. whire
expanding its linear geographical boundaries, lnterstate City is inversely
contracting the rífe arong a 400'wide strip. rt sets up physicar boundaries to
further isolate the road from its randscape and context. Fences, ditches,
guardrairs and roadside prantings help keep industry, housing and commerce
firmly separated from the highway proper (Appendix A.g). The rink between the
street and architecture no longer exists as it did along Main street or even the
L.A. strip where the car had a direct reration with commerciar deveropment. s2

lnstead they are isorated from one and other through a series of ramps, access
and feeder roads ail servicing the rnterstate. As described by Banham, ,,a

domestic or social journey in Los Angeles does not end so much at the door of
one's destination as at the off-ramp of the freeway, the mire or two of ground_
level streets counts as no more than the front drive of the house."s3
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Figure 36
lnter¡or 2002 Ford Focus door panel
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38 MAN-MADE ENVIRONMENTS

The relationship of car interior to highway surface refìnement reflects a change in
mobile experience. whether it is smoother roads that push manufacturers
toward greater interior refinements or automotive technology that demands better
surfaces is not important. Historically, the relationship of rubber to asphalt has
been evolving to limit the effects of the natural environment on the driver. The
vulcanization of rubber in l grh century williamsburg, Brooklyn marked a huge
leap in evening out the ride. whire tires continue to improve, automobire
designers look to the minutia to reduce the impact of mobility. North of Detroit,
Michigan in Shelby Township (off the 175), Armes, /nc designs and
manufactures almost all the rubber and polystyrene soundproofìng products for
the automotive industry.Ea By strategically inserting thin strips of die-cut foam

. into hollow steel cavities, the interior noise rating of a car can be reduced by over
síx decibels. The roar of the open road is no longer desirable - the soundproof
car interior is now the goal.85

From the inside of the automobile, "the surrounding landscape unfolds like a
televised s"reen."uu with the windows up and the radio on, the lnterstate is
reduced to an exclusively visual experience. The car is the ,capsule', 

its interior
a stationary recliner from which the scenery passes by the windshield. lt
suggests a passive engagement of body to landscape through the framed view.
But "the eidetic image of place is bound into a greater phenomenal range of
significance than vision or contemplation affords."87 The view stands ,,only as a
historical sign, a mere picture, whire the experience of rand moves from
engagement and change to mere voyeurism.ss

ln January 2002, the latest in driving simulator technology facilities opened in
coralville, lowa, just a few miles past the l-3g0 interchange on the l-g0. The
Human Factors Laboratory at the National Advanced Driving simulator tests
drivers' reactions to real world driving conditions in a controlled environment.
lnside the pod is a modifìed chevy Malibu. lts wheels have been replaced with 6
computer controlled hydraulic mounts that simulate various terrain conditions.
sophisticated software takes the place of a fuel-burning engine, recreating subtle
sounds and vibrations of motion. The strength of the simulator however, is its
ability to create virtual worlds beyond the windscreen. High-resolution images
are projected onto the surface of the pod's domed ceiling. The system software
produces a range of driving scenarios across a 360-degree field of vision that
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immerses the driver into a virtual world. Variable times of day and the weather
conditions can be adjusted to test drivers' response to a given situation. The

cameras change the scenery based on the position of the 'car' relative to it. One

of the most important findings of the simulator is that driving is a 90 percent

visual task.ss

Most consider the endless paved surfaces of lnterstate City that Kevin Lynch

sought to aesthetically enhance monotonous and uninteresting. As Lynch

remarked in the late 1960s, it is "only the speed, scale, and grace of his

movement [that] can compensate" for the limitations of a visually dominant
experience.s0 However, the possibility of space and motion, light and texture on

the driving experience could not overcome the enormity of its scale. As culture

accelerates, it is difflcult to see "how the city is organized, what it symbolizes,

how people use it, how it relates to them.'sl The spaces of lnterstate City cannot

hold our flittering attention. We seek excitement and distraction to help pass the

hours on the road. When it is not found in exterior forms, the focus turns inward,

not only away from the perceived ugliness of the highway, but toward interior
diversions that the experience of motion and space no longer provide. The

exhilaration of sweeping overpasses of the 1960s has become common in
lnterstate City today.

ln lnterstate City, you can 'live' comfortably in processed air environments 24

hours a day. From the New England ranch bungalow community, to the attached
garage, into the SUV, down the highway and into the offìce park, a regulated 72

degrees keeps the natural climate under control. All this is made possible

through the miracle of Freon.e2 ln the context of settlement and community,

Biosphere 2 might be an apt comparison with the introverted tendency of the car

and lnterstate City (Figure 37). Mechanically dependent, it too seeks to recreate

or simulate nature in a sealed, pod-like environment. lt represents a similar view

that nature can be harnessed, engineered and controlled. Elaborate ventilation

and irrigation systems help create (with limited success) a city under glass that
can sustain itself indefinitely. ïhe automobile has similarly become self-

sustaining. ln 1955, the Federal Civil Defense Administration released this notice

in the event of a nuclear attack: "[]he car provides a small, moveable house.

You can get away in it - then live, eat, and sleep in it in almost any climactic
conditions, if necessary, until a civil defense emergency is ended."e3
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speed reduces the visual field, restricts peripheral
vision, and limits the time availabte to receive and
process information. Highways built to high design
standards help compensate for these limitations by
simplifyingcontrolandguidanceactivities,byaiding
drivers with appropriate information, by placing this
information within the cone of clear vision, by
elimination much of the need for peripheral vision,
and by simplifying the decisions required and
spacing them further apart to decrease information-
processing demands.ea

Excerpt from A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and streets (1g90)
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39 PUBLIC SPACE

The increasing introversion of mobility has altered the formal constitution of
lnterstate city. lf the shopping mall can be said to have privatized public space
then lnterstate City has all but dissolved the traditional defìnition of it. The toll
plaza (Figure 38) and the rest area (Figure 39) are the city's equivalent to the
town square. But though they are interesting places in their own right, they lack
the spontaneity, diversity and accessibility of traditional public space.

Beyond the mundane formal task of transporting peopre, the street has a
secondary life as an unofficial public space. Before the automobile, streets were
filled with vendors, markets, and children, who, through their actions, transformed
the pavement into an informal gathering place teaming with life. During the late
19th and early 20th century, as traffic increased, many rapidly growing cities built
broad boulevards like the Eastern parkway in Brooklyn, New york to beautify
their communities, open up new neighborhoods for development and provide
better access to major parks and cultural institutions. The boulevards were
constructed at grade level, lined by broad tree-shaded sidewalks for pedestrians
and trimmed with handsome landscaping. lnterstate city however, makes no
such provisions. Typically, trees planted along the highway are regional foreign
plants that soak up the excess water run-off created by the road surface.ss

But though the city turns a blind eye to the pedestrian it manages in other ways
to regain some of the historic flair of the informal street. When traffic slows at a
loll plaza on a holiday weekend, enterprising young vendors sell car door to car
door bottled water, juices, melons, dolls, ice and almost anything else
imaginable.s This diversity within the public space is exemplified by its citizenry
as well - Volvos, saabs, Mercedes, Fords, Mazdas, GMs, subarus, lnfinities,
Hyundais, KlAs, and BMWs all participate in this community.
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Toll Plaza
ln lnterstate c,ity, 'plazas' are places to slow down and to interact with a governing author¡ty to pay the
user fee. Tratfìc carefully spreads across lhe plaza ¡nto neafly formed l¡nes.

Figure 39
Rest Area
lnterslale city's rest stops are l¡tile dioramas of American life. They are places to eat, sleep, refuel
and pee- They stock all the services and amenities that one would need but ta¡lors them tó su¡te
lh.e needs of a temporary prace. After ail, the rest stop is the temporary, public space of lnterstate
City.
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The shift from open road to sealed car and the reverence for automobile
transportat¡on sealed the fate of the pedestrian in lnterstate city. you can
sometimes catch a glimpse of someone walking outside the city high above the
roadway' ln Habitrail-like tubes, chain link enclosures safely cross lnterstate
city, clearly separating pedestrians from highway and machine. These tubes are
however, little more than weak gestures to a walking public that have no place in
the city. ln lnterstate city, the flaneur drives a beige sedan down the middle
lane at 65 mph.

40 ANONYMOUS

The ability to move effortlessly across the country as individuals has become as
much a constitutional right as the freedom of speech. There is the sense that the
driver's seat is in fact the very seat of freedom. This stems from the relative
autonomy offered by the road.

By now he had ditched his dirly brack pickup and rented a generic maroon
chevrolet corsica, of which there were no fewer than hatf a milion on the
highways of South Florida during loursl season. Twilly enjoyed feeting
inconspicuous beh¡nd the wheel; for th^e_ sake of appeáranôe's, he eveñ spread a
road map upside down across his lap.s7

ln the fall of 2002, the Bettway snþers of l-395 in Maryland took advantage of
the accessibility of the highway, its relative freedom from surveillance, and lhe
generic styling of their car to elude capture. Thirteen random attacks were
carried out with a high-powered rifle shot from a hole in the trunk of a blue
Cutlass Supreme and terrified a nation for over two weeks.
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F¡gure 40
P¡le-up
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OUtlOOk prospects for the future

The fragility of lnterstate city is most visible when it breaks down. one closed
lane, a stalled car, a distracted driver, or a srippery road surface can destroy the
illusion of a perfect mobile city. with each chain reaction pile-up, the end of the
great mechanical city of the 20th century draws nearer. But is this the end or
only the beginning of a new shift in rnterstate city? There is evidence of the
latter as many of the tenets that herped define it in the first place are being
reevaluated and dismissed altogether. Namely, increasing environmental and
contextual awareness and emerging digitar technorogies are beginning to
reshape the city. This final chapter looks at these emerging shifts and their
possible effects on the future of lnterstate City.

4'I CONTEXTRECONSIDERED

A highway necessaity has wide-ranging effects beyond that of prov¡ding traff¡c
service to users. /l rs essenfra/ l/¡a t the highway be considered' as an element of
the total environment. Environment as uséd here¡n refers to tn" lolaiiiy or ,un's
sunoundings: sociar, physicar, natura!, and manmade. rt incrudes human, ptant,
and animar communities and the forces that act on ail three. The highway can
and shourd be rocated and designed to compriment its environmentánd serye as
a catalyst to environmental improvement.

AASHTO. A poricy on Geometic Design of Highways and streets (1990),p11a.

It is hard to imagine another Robert Moses building freeways indiscriminately
across the country. whire there has been a constant voice of opposition to
lnterstate city over the last 50 years, it has managed to maintain its direction and
purpose independent of rural and urban contexfs. Even though the Green Book
(see above) has rong advocated a more horistic approach to road buirding,
lnterstate city has made onry token gestures. rt has buirt a-spatiaily,
implementing a Federar mandate across the country, seemingry brind to regionar
variations. But increased environmental and urban contextual awareness may
potentially reshape the planning of rnterstate city. rt can no ronger exist
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independent of its surroundings. ln Boston for example, the burying of g miles of
the l-95 through downtown, (known locally as the Big Dig) is an effort to reclaim
the urban fabric that the elevated highway destroyed. ln addition to removing the
central Artery, the $11 billion project will add extensive parks and open space to
the city.e8 ln Brooklyn, there is talk of covering a srretch of the sunken Gowanus
Expressway (l-278) to reconnect neighboring Sunset park and Red Hook.
Further north on the Brooklyn-eueens Expressway (127g) in williamsburg, a
new elevated concrete interchange with contoured sculptural pylons and curving
concrete beams creates both invigorating and human spaces beneath it. on the
highway, the differences are imperceptible as the design maintains the speeds
and continuity of movement that helped defìne lnterstate city in the first place.

ln addition to a greater urban awareness, the future of lnterstate city will be
shaped by an environmental sensitivity to challenge the practice of Erasure
(chapter 3.4) in highway construction. The exertion of man's dominance over
nature in infrastructure planning will give way to renewed stewardship of the land.
After all, the imposing solidity of many of the forms of lnterstate city may not be
as eternal as the structures suggest. The 1gg9 san Francisco earthquake that
destroyed the Embarcadero Freeway literally (and violently) questioned the life
cycle of the highway (chapter 3.3). lt was a sudden and powerful reminder of
the precariousness of building against natural laws.ss

42 DECENTRALIZATION

After the attacks on New York city's world rrade centre in 2001, the idea of
decentralization resufaced. The vulnerability of the concentrated urban center
that paranoid planners had forecast half a century ago became all too real. Many
companies instinctively relocated to New Jersey or Connecticut office parks. The
spatial constitution of lnterstate city makes it a safe haven, a place where
corporations can quietly and peacefully blend into the landscape. As long as
there is an imminent fear of attack, lnterstate city will continue to thrive.
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43 TNFRASTRUCTURE (NEW)

corresponding approximately with the 19g6 completion of the lnterstate Highway
System was the explosion of electronic connectivity. The ideas of acceleration,
erasure, mutability, and introversion all stand to be affected by emerging digital
technologies. Like other areas of contemporary life, the future of lnterstate City
and the experience of mobility are directly tied to the appropriation of electronic
communication within the mechanical context. At the same time the lnterstate
Highway Act was seeking support in washington, the issues of communication
and highway infrastructure were being raised:

our unity as a nat¡on is sustained by free communication of thought and by easy
transportation of people and goods. rhe cease/ess ftow of infomâilon throughout
the republic is matched by individuat and commercial movement over a vast
sysfern of inlerconnected highways c'sscrossrng the country and joining at our
national borders with friendly neighbors to the north and soith.

Together, the united forces of our communication and transporlation systems are
dynamic erements in the very name we bear - uni¿ed sfafeé. without íh"r, ,e
would be a mere alliance of many separate pafts.1æ

Eisenhower could never have known how prophetic his words would be.

Embedded in its asphalt, floating 19 miles above, or located in a remote traffic-
monitoring room complete with banks of live video feed, lnterstate city is being
infused with digital architectures that supplement its function but remain hidden
from view.101 These new infrastructures piggybacking the lnterstate Highway are
as diverse as the programs that the road has attracted in the past. From
government agencies to multinational corporations, American industry is fìnding
new ways to use the architecture of the lnterstate to suite their own needs.
Historically the companies lured to lnterstate city had a quantifiable commodity
(goods or services) intrinsically tied to the economics of the highway. The new
lnterstate industry is reliant on these same businesses. lt depends on the
collection of information regarding our highway usage patterns. This information
has in turn become a new currency.
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Figure 41
A camera moúnted on a steel post on the l-287 overpass ¡n Parsippany takes photos every 5 seconds to
publish on the lnternet.
www.newyork,metrocommute.com/cgi-bin/metro/v¡deo/NJ/videol O2html
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ln Elwood Park, NJ (off the Garden state parkway and the l-80) is the New
Jersey Department of Transportation's (NJDOT) Traffic Operations Center North.
Recently, the NJDOT activated the $4S million ',MAGlC', intelligent transportation
system along l-80 and other North Jersey roadways.r02 The Metropolitan Area
Guidance lnformation and control system use radar, pavement sensors, fiber-
optic cabling, and closed circuit cameras to relay information back to LED signs
at the side of the highway regarding accidents, hazards and the best alternative
routes. From this centralized command post, your mobility is being watched.
This information is also available online:

Get the power of Metrocommute repofts for your commute (car, bus or tra¡n)
where you need them and when you need them _ right on your pager, cell
phone, or PDA! Just teil us the name of the road, bridge, tunnet orlransit tine,
and the times you want your repofts. Metrocommute's e-Aterttm system witl
automat¡catly send personalized repofts to your wireless dev¡ce!103

But benevolent information gathering can easily give way to panoptic tracking.
lnterstate City data is invisibly fed to remote locations and divergent agencies
around the nation, the lnterstate Explorer reduced to a statistic. New
technologies are allowing these companies to access more than just your
shopping patterns - they can now monitor your physical mobility. lt is this mobile
information that tells researchers how far you travel each day, what exits you
take, where you buy your gas, and how much you pay in tolls. At first, it was the
invisible hand of the U.S. military and the automotive manufacturers controlling
the lnterstate system but today these marketing firms have the potential to
assume control of the network.l0a They create profìles so that credit card
companies, for example, can more accurately target potential clients. your
profile can be legally sold to advertising brokers without your knowledge or
permission, revealing a piece of who you are and where you have been.105
When our mobile information is collected and distributed in this way, the freedom
and anonymity that the road once promised begins to erode.

¡14 VIEW (PART 2)

New digital technologies have the potential to reconstruct a dimension of
landscapes that cannot be seen at full speed. Built-in sensors will expand the
driver's view, adding greater depth to the driving experience and reintegrating the
highway with the land. Already, the 2003 cadiilac Deviile Drs and DHS have
adapted US Army heat-sensing technology (night vision) for praclical commercial
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use. An infrared sensor 'sees' up to five times farther down the road than the
low-beam headlights allow. lt captures the heat signatures of objects on the road
and runs this information through a signal-processing unit before displaying the
scene on the windshield.r06 At columbia university, ideas about spatial
perception are being even more radically challenged. The Mobile Augmented
Reality sysfem (MARS) is taking the fìrst steps toward synthesizing digitar
information with movement. Augmented rearity suppries information via
computer-generated text, graphics, and 3-D animation and superimposes it on
real world images. ln controlled digital/physical landscapes, the user is outfitted
with a laptop, GPS equipment, headgear, and grasses with a smail transparent
display. Looking through the filter of the lens, the landscape is overlaid with facts
specifÌc to the objects in view. Historic batfle sites, former residences of famous
people, or the signifìcance of a certain flag: all of history is revealed in real time.
This new technology may revolutionize how we move through and learn about
the world. Now, imagine the lens graphed onto a windshield. These digital filters
have the potential to rewrite the perception-mobility relationship within lnterstate
City.

ARCHEOLOGY

Like the rail lines that lay beneath so many roads, is lnterstate city destined to
become a concrete and asphalt memory that the land takes back? lt wiil happen
when a new mobile discovery makes traver easier and more expeditious.
lmagine, many years from now, an archeorogist discovering these strange
markings across the landscape: strangely spiraling intersections and endless
stretches of asphalt. Perhaps with some critical historíc distance, these forms
may one day be appreciated as a unique form of human settlement.
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New Jersey

llom Rand McNatty Road Aflas 2OOO- Millennium Edit¡on, map 66.
(Emphas's added)
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AppendiX case study

4.1 EXIT

The fìrst warnings of the upcoming exit appear on a garvanized piece of steer
high above the roadway, white painted retters on a bright green fìerd. Everyone
is in a rush (as arways) tonight, anxious to get off the highway and into his
familiar neighborhood. Fortunately, traffic is movíng swiftly- the construction
fÌnally complete in the outer two lanes. Ten lanes of lraffic moving 2,000 cars per
lane per hour, most of which are retreating from the city. Less than a car rength
separates one from the next as speeds approach seventy mires an hour. r

speak: "Dial home". Automatically, my Motorola dials the preprogrammed
number and I leave a message that I will be home shortly. suddenly, traffìc
slows and I look up to notice an LED sign at the side of the highway indicating
that there will be upcoming delays due to a stalled car. The effects reverberate
through traffic to reach my current position. As daylight dims, the clouds roll over
and bring light rain. The road rights up, one car after another with oncoming
headlights. To the right is a sarmon corored concrete wail, 20 feet high,
desperately trying to separate the highway from whatever may be on the other
side. But through the cracks, the din of fast food restaurants, motels, gas
stations and big box stores vie for passing consumer attention. As my exit
approaches, I veer out of the express rane to the far right, narrowry avoiding a
new Volkswagen in the process. r am momentariry trapped between two semi
trailers but squeeze through to make my escape.
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4.2 FACTS

l-8011-287 lnterchange
Area: 4,021,317 sq.f{.92 acres.
N-S length: 0.5 miles
E-W length: 0.7 m¡les
Width (avg.): l0 tanes (both direct¡ons)

Pars¡ppany-Troy Hills
Founded: 1928
Population: 50,649
Elevation: +300'-0"
Latitude: 4ooN
Longìtude: 74025'30"
Area; 25 square miles
Highways: l-80, t-287, l-280, US 40, US 202
lndustryi i800-ironmongery/farming

1950- farming
2003- technology/business

Figure A-2
Aerial view l-80n-287 lnterchange
lrom 2002 GlobeXplorer, Air PhotoUSA

r-80
Eastern terminus:
Western term¡nus:
Length:
Number of States:
Major Cities:

1287
Norlhern terminus:
Southern terminus:
Number of States:
Descr¡ption:

l-95 lnterchange (Fort Lee, NJ)
San Francisco, CA
3,025 miles
11

Cleveland, Ch¡cago, Des
Moines, Omaha, Cheyenne,
Salt Lake C¡ty, Reno, San
Franc¡sco

l-95 fnterchange (Rye, NY)
l-87 (Fords, NJ)
2
l-87 spur road around NYC
metro area
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4.3 t-80il-287

The l-80 I l-287 interchange is at the geographical center of the parsippany-Troy
Hills Township, 28 miles west of New york city. officially founded in 192g, the
township incorporated as a series of smaller summer communities because none
were large enough to incorporate on their o*n.to7 Today, the communities
sprawl into each other, their new borders being the lnterstate highways. Before
the highway it was the area's rivers, lakes and more temperate climate that
attracted people from the urban coast. ln its early history, parsippany-Troy Hills
had remained relatively isolated as the railroads avoided it, passing through
Boonton to the north and Morristown to the south. The area,s popularity as a
summer retreat grew when the regional rail line fìnally reached the area in the
early 20rh century. Today, modern office campuses, corporate conventions
centers and distribution hubs occupy the agrarian pastures of 40 years ago.10B
The construction of the lnterstates in the '1960's contributed to the doubling of the
township's population to over s0,000, making it the largest ,town' in the county.

l-80 is a continental lnterstate that covers over 3,000 miles, linking New york and
san Francisco. l2B7 is the ring road that diverts north-south traffic from l_g7
around the metro New york area.tot Each lnterstate is heavily traveled, the l-g0
carrying over 2,000 cars per lane per hour during peak intervals. East of 12g7, I-
80 widens to ten lanes in a 2-3-3-2 confìguration between EXlr 43 and EXlr 47
(Parsippany-Troy Hills). This section carries approximately 120,000 vehicles per
day. Today, l-80 through traffic occupies the inner roadways as the outer
roadways are used for trafflc to and from 1287 . The speed limit on this section of
l-80 is 65 MPH.
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Figure 4.3
Hanover County 1 886
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4.4 REGIONAL HISTORY

The land was originaily named "parseponong, a Lenapi rndian word meaning
"the place where the rivers run together''110. Other aboriginal tribes inhabited the
region's riverbanks: the whippanongs, the pomptons, the Rockawacks, the
Parsippanongs, the Minisinks, and the Musconetcongs. The rivers were the fÌrst
transportation corridors in the area and the paths that connected the watenrvays
were the first ground networksl1l. The Minisink path was one of the area,s main
routes, traveling through the pequannock valley, and was subsequenfly used by
the first while settlers in the late 17th Century.

Attracted by the abundance of wildlife and wooded areas, the Dutch moved west
from New York to setfle along the pequannock River and the pompton plains in
the Eastern part of what is now Morris county. They were soon foilowed by the
English who setfled near caldwell and Livingston.t,2 The two setflements quickly
cleared the heavily forested land and by 172s, the landscape had been
transformed for agricultural production.

shortly after European sefllement, the fìrst iron forge appeared to the south in
whippany. The abundance of ore in the region was initially unknown but would
become an important industry in shaping the region for the next century. During
the Revolutionary war, soldiers depended on munitions from Morris county.
Military settlements were established close to the foundries. The roads were ill
equipped to ship the ore any great distance. By water, flat boats and later, steam
ships would carry heavy loads. But the rivers were not always convenient and
were not necessarily close to the source of ore. once the Morris canal was
constructed in 1830, the mines relocated closer to the water source. lron forges
required a continual flow of water to power the plants. Because of drier summer
months, rivers were dammed to create reservoirs to control the flow of water.
The canal provided not only a water supply, but a more direct route to transport
the goods East.113 The canals built in the 19rh century were major infrastructure
projects that required technological ingenuity, water management and the
moving of tons of earth. privatery funded, they were an effort to open up the
interior of the country to the growing commercial trade. t,o The lifespan of the
canal would be cut short however, as the railroad made inroads into the interior.
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l-80 (West to East) Míle Posts: 43.00 - 45.00

Figure 4.4
Stra¡ght line diagram

Date last inventorred. Pre-1997
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A.5 EXIT MORPHOLOGY1I5

l-80

Exit 43a
(US 202, US 46, Parsippany to Morrjs ptains)
Veter¡nar¡an, Gulf/mart, Hess/mart, Texaco/repa¡r, Black Bull Rest., Mtn Lakes Bagels, paul's D¡ner,
TGIFr¡day, Hampton lnn, Wh¡te Deer Motel, Ford, pontiac, Subaru, bank, cleanerJ

Exit 43b
(1287, lo US 46, Boonton, Morristown, Lake H¡awatha, Whippany)
Amoco, Gulf, Bennigan's, chili's, lHop, Red Lobster, Taco Belr, Wendy's, Holiday lnn/rest_, Howard
Johnson, Ramada Ltd., Red. Roof lnn, Bradlee's, Drug Fair, K-Maruautó, shopRitó Foods, RV camping,
bank, cinema, laundry, repa¡r, services
on us 46-..Applebee's, Boston Market, Burger King, Empire Diner, Ac Moore/crafis, compusA,
Firestone/auto, S... Sheraton Tara.

t-287

Exit 41a
(NJ 51 1, Pars¡ppany Rd to Whippany)
Chiropractor, Dentist, Mob¡|, Chinese Rest., ptzzaila. motel

Exit 41b
(l-80, E to New York, W to Ailentown)
us 46, us 202, w...Exxon, sunoco, Texaco, Fuddrucker's, Roy Rogers, Day's rnn, Embassy su¡tes,
Hampton lnn, Chrysler/Jeep/pontiac/Subaru, Ford, bank, cleanérs/la-undry, diugs

iilj.ï
ì,,åa:¡

tå

Figure 4.5
Lan¡dex Execut¡ve Center
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4.6 PROGRAM

Old Town
\Nhal happens in Parsippany? on what, for all intents and purposes, is the main
drag, are the usual urban suspects: library, gas stations, memorial park with
dedication plaque, police station, café, diner, and car dealerships. lt is obvious
however, that these are merely convenience programs as opposed to businesses
that sustain the town. They are evidence of pre-lnterstate city settlement. ln
Parsippany, farming, ironmongery and even reisure programs are suppranted by
high tech industry, pharmaceutical manufacturing and distribution, and corporate
conference centers.

UPS

The lnterstate Highway system has enabled the success of upS. prior to 1gs0,
the company was a regional courier in california. with the ups has developed
a 'ground feeder network' that is comprised of strategically located hubs linked by
the lnterstate Highway system. The upS warehouse in parsippany is classified
as a centralized sorting hub that is fed by surrounding local operational facilities.
over 40,000 packages are sorted and loaded each hour, many coming from
Pfìzer's pharmaceutical distribution center across the street. Most of the
packages arrive in the afternoon, are sorted by Zlp code and then consolidated
on conveyor belts. The l-80 is the main corridor into New york city as well as
the route to Newark airport, the primary departure point for European shipments.

Now that the infrastructure is in place, UPS is investing heavily into information
technologies to improve their performance. Located 20 miles north up the l-2gz
from Parsippany is the ups world rechnology Headquarters in Mahwah, N.J.
Almost 2,000 information technology professionals serve at the hub for ups
Global Network, one of two world data centers (the other in Atlanta). lnformation
regarding parcel delivery status is processed and stored here. They spend over
$1 billion on technology upgrades every year, recognizing the need to link
physical and digital environments. 116
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Drugs

since the 1940's, New Jersey has been a center for pharmaceutical research
and distribution. lts heavily developed ground transportation network makes it an
ideal location for expediting products around the country and the world. The l_g0
corridor is home to many of the largest drug companies: pfìzer, BASF, Roche.

Pfize r P h a rm aceLtticaI s,,,
Pfizer Pharmaceuticals' Distribution services Data processing and Electronic
commerce center sits indiscriminately on the other side of the lnterstate wall.
From this sprawling complex, almost $3 billion in domestic prescription drugs are
shipped each year. Pfìzer is the parent company to many of the most recognized
brands on the market: Norvasc, Lipitor, Zoloft, Zithromax, Diflucan, celebrex and
Viagra Listerine, Halls cough tablets, Rolaids antacid, Benadryl and sudafed cold
medications, Dentyne, Trident gums, clorets, and certs breath mints. The
Parsippany hub is the main distribution point for Ben Gay ointment and Visine
eye lotion.

Roche Vitamins lnc.',"
Roche Vitamins lnc., a member of the Roche Group, is a major producer of
ingredients for use in cosmetics and toiletries, supporting the industry with many
product forms, innovative packaging, and the latest in technology and marketing
know-how. From worldwide manufacturing facilities and affiliates around the
globe, the cosmetic & specialty chemicals Group provides the industry with the
following ingredients: Vitamins - Vitamin A palmitate, Vitamin A Acetate, Vitamin
B1 (Thiamine), Vitamin 82 (Riboflavin), vitamin 83 (Niacin, Niacinamide),
Vitamin 85 (Panthenol, calcium pantothenate), vitamin 86 (pyridoxine), Vitamin
812 (cyanocobalamin), Vitamin c (Ascorbíc Acid, Ascorbyl palmitate), Vitamin
D3 (cholecalciferol), Vitamin E (Free Tocopherol, TocopherylAcetate), Vitamin H
(Biotin), Vitamin K1 (Phytonadione), and Folic Acid. unique Vitamin Derivatives -
Ethyl Panthenol. UVB Filters - parsol@ HS (phenylbenzimidazole sulfonic Acid).
UVA Filters - Parsol@ 1789 (Avobenzone). phospholipid Emulsifiers - Amphisol@
(Diethdeanolamine cetyl Phosphate), Amphisol@ A (cetyl phospate), Amphisol@
K (Potassium cetyl Phosphate). Acidulants - citric Acid and its salts. colorants -
Beta carotene (ProVitamin A). unique Moisturizers - phytantriol. Natural oils -
Omega-6 Oils (Evening Primrose Oil, Borage Oil).

Active in more than 100 countries, Roche Vitamins lnc. employ approximately
66,000 people worldwide with 1999 sales at about $1g.4 billion.
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Lanidex Executive Center
Located at the southwest corner of the parsippany lnterchange is the Lanidex
Executive center, a non-descript office park consisting of (six) two and three
story buildings. A combined 280,000 square feet house predominanily software
and communication companies. At number s00 is captaris, "a leading provider
of unifìed communication, mobile business, e-document delivery, network fax,
unifìed messaging and speech recognition solutions". They specialize in mobile
technologies that allow accessibility to office networks and the "information you
need, when you need it".
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Figure 4.6
Parsippany: new commun¡ty

Figure 4.7
Parsippany: Lan¡dex Office Center
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¡gure 4.8
l-80, Parsippany: A concrete wall focuses the
dynamics of lnterstate City inward
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Figure 4.10
Dead gopher
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4.7 WALL

The l-80 between Newark and parsippany-Troy Hills, New Jersey is contained
between two, twenty-foot high salmon colored concrete walls. used to dampen
the visual and acoustic impact of the highway on adjacent landscapes, the walls
intensifo the interior focus of lnterstate City. The Great Walls isolate the life and
cullure of the highway from the history, geography and community of its context.
By keeping nature at bay, this stretch of the l-g0 landscape is in essence the
inverted walled garden of lnterstate City. ln separating itself from the landscape,
it tunnels through regions to create its own artificial mobile city. While the use of
the walls as a physical and psychological metaphor for isolation is obvious, the
highway also manifests that idea in its 1OO-foot wide ditches, roadside plantings,
smooth surfaces, and destructive routing. Add automotive refìnement, digital
dependence and the spatial shift from distances to intervals and the introversion
of lnterstate City appears complete.
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AppendiX Facrs + Figures

vehicle miles of kavel (vMÐ are key data for highway planning and management, and a common
measure of roadway use. Along w¡th other data, VMT are oflen used in esiimating congestion, air
quality, and potential gas tax revenues, and can provide a general measure of thJleveiof the nat¡on's
economic activ¡ty.

Figure 8.1
H¡ghway Vehicle Miles Traveled
from U S. 9epartrnent of Transportalion, Transporlation Ind¡cators (Bureau of Transportation Statistics,
Februarv 2OO2l,22.

Eillions of
lvtiles

l-lighlvay Velìicle L'l iles Tra',.ele,J
{monlhly d¡tla. not seasonalþ- adjusled)

251)

240

230

22u

21ù

200

190

180

170

J60

1s0
Jan-02 Jan-04 Jan-96 Jan-98 J an-02
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Air erier. large cerl¡llæted, domeslic. all seru¡æs
General aviation'

Hlghmy'
Passenger eP"
MotorcycleÞ

Olher 2-axle 4-tire vehicle"
Truck

Siogle-unit 2-ane 6-tire or more truck
Combinalion truck

Bus

Total hlghMy'

TÉnslt
Molor busd

Lighl Eil
Heaw rail

Trolley bus

Commuter rail

Demand responsived

Ferry boat

Other
Totaltmnslt'

Ra ¡l

Class I lre¡ghl, train-miles
Class I lreighl, €r-m¡'es
lntercily/Amtrakr, train-mites
lnterc¡ty/Amtrakr. €r-mites

Total tEln.ñilese

858 1.134 2.068 1,948
1.769 2,562 3,207 4.238

587,O12 722,696 916.700h ¡ 2,979
123 286

1.033.950 1,1 1't.596

5.629 10.214

200,700 290.935

2.523
5,204

3,046

4,673

1,246,798

9,086

390.961

45,441
78,063
4 478

98,551 128.769 27.081 34,606 39.813
28,854 31,665 35.1 34 46.724 68,678
4.3¿6 4.681 4,U4 6,055 6.059

718,7G3 887,811 1,109,724 1,327,664 1,527,295 1,n4,82t

leble conl¡nued on
following page

----------->

1,576 1.528 1.409

75 42 34
391 395 407
101 43 33

NNN
NNN
NNN
NNN

1,526 1,677 1,863

24 18 17
423 385 45f
15 .t3 16

173 179 183
NN247
NI
f5 15 15

2,143 2,008 1,883 2,176 2,287 2,791

404 421
28,170 29,336

209 172
2.208 1,775

403 428 347
27,656 29.2-t7 24,920

30 30 30
253 235 251

427
29,890

93

6S0
613 458 3f7

Figure 8.2
Vehìcle Travel Compar¡son
from u.s. Department of Housing and urban Developmenl, American Housing survey (washington
D.C.: Varjous years)
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1990 1991 1992 l99a 1994 1995 1996

3,963
4.548

3,854

4.400

3,995
3 465

4,157
3,253

4,380

3.358

4,629
3,795

4,81'f
3,524

4,911 5,035
3,877 U

"43

14 P1Á

1,408,266 1,358,185 1,37.1.569 t.374.709 1.406,0A9 1,428.497 1,469,854 1.502.556 1.549.577
9,557 9.178 9,557 9.906 10.240 9,797 9,920 10.081 10.283

574.571 649,394 706.863 745,750 764,634 790.029 816,540 850,739 868,275

51,901 52.898 53.874 56,772 61,284 62J05 64,072 66,893 68.02194,341 96,645 99,510 103,116 108,932 .t15,451 118,899 't24,584 lZe,gSe5.726 5.750 5.778 6,125 6.409 6.420 6 563 6 8¿2 7 007
2,1U,362 2,172,050 2,247,151 2,296,378 2,357,58E 2,412,899 2,485,848 2,561,6SS ZÉ¡tJZZ

2,130 2,167 2.178 2.zio 2J62 2,184 2,221 *2,2a5 ,2.2gt
24 28 29

537 527 525
28 34 35 38 41

s2z 532 s37 543 s5B "566
14 14

224 231 238 242 251 ,26s
406 4u 507 548 RsBs P69B

222323322Â18 R22 R26 *32 Â32 ^37 R45 "52 533,242 l,tOe

14 14 l4
213 215 219
306 335 364

13 14

405
26.883

35

458 469
30,383 31.715

32 30

Figure 8.2 (continued)

380
26,1 59

,|

375
25,628

34

390
26,128

34

307

441
28,485

34

304

475
31,660

288

475
32,657

13 3

508
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l/ u s dala are liqht 2'ãxle 4'lire lrucks such as €ns. sport uli¡ity vehicles, p¡ckup lrucks. heãvy sr¡gle.unt lrucks, and combinalion ttucksNon-L,.S. dala does nol include travel by comDtnat¡on ltucks.

Vehicle Kilometers of Travel
Aulomobiles

Average Vehicle Kilometers of Travel
Automobiles

3

25

2

t5

!

05

0

@ä

Figure 8.3
Vehicle Travel
Prepared í(om world Road starsücs, lnternalionar Road Federation, and FHWA,S H¡ghway starist¡cs1999.
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Cdrßaaldc¡6r
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114

749

3,æ7

s7
3 288

5,091 5.1 4.@ 4.6 4,?4 46 5.37
1æ O' 152 o 1 117 01 .tæ

s8 1.0 æ5 0.7 741 0.7 7JS,r.ß2 4.0 3,ß4 3 4 3.m 3. r 3 8æ

F¡ddy (whdêÉb) Etc!
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Figure 8.4
Production
Itom Ward's Motor Veh¡cle Facfs & Fþures t999 (Southfietd, Ml: 1999), 3.
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Figure 8.5
Work
from Ward's Motor Vehicte Facts & F,gures 1999 (Southfield, Ml: 1999).
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Year Population Drivers Molor
Vehicles

lmillion! (m¡l¡¡ons) lmillions
1950 180
196't 143 89 76
12 91 79
r963 188 94
I 954 191 95 86
1965 194 99 90
1 966 196 101 94
1967 197 103 97

199 105 101
1969 201 108 '105

r970 204 2 108
19/1 207 113
1972 209 18 119
1 973 211 22 126
't974 13 25 130
197 5 215 130 133
1976 214 134 13q
1977 220 138 142
1978 222 141 148
1979 225 143 152
1980 156
1 981 23 7 158
1982 232 150 160
1983 2U 54 164
1 984 236 155 1æ
1985 239 57 1/2
I 986 241 159 176
1947 243 161 179
1988 246 tÞJ 1AA
'1989 244 166
't990 24A 167 '189
1 991 252 169 188
1992 255 '190

173 194
1S9¿ t^ñ r98
1 995 263 202
1 996 265 180 206

1998 270 r85 208
147 21)

2000 281 191 214

1960' 0.41 vehicles/person

2000: 0.76 vehicles/person

1 960: 0.85 vehicles/driver
2000: 1 .1 4 vehicles/driver

Figure 8.6
Populat¡on/DriversÂ/ehicles
from U.S. Deparlment of Transportalion, Tftnspoftation tnd¡cators (Bureau of Transportat¡on Stat¡stics,
February 2002).
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State M ¡leaqe C ¡tie s Junctions

Ca lif o rn ¡a t^t )

San Francisco, Oakland. El
Cerr¡to, Pinote. V altejo,

Fairf ield. Vacav¡lle, Davis.
Sacramenlo, Auburn,

Truckee

lnlerstate 880, lnlerstate SB0,
lnterstate 780, Inlefstâle 6go,

lnterslate 305. lnterstate s

Nevada 410.67

Verdi. Reno. Sparks,
Fernley, Lovelock,

Winnemucca, Batile
Mounlain. Carlin. Etko,

Wendover

rnlerstate 580

Uta h 197 58 Salt Lake City, Park Ciry,
Êcho

Intefstate 215, lnterstale 15.
lnlerstate 15. lnterstale 215.

lnterstate B4

wyoming 402 A6

Evanston. Lyman. Green
River. Rock Spr¡ngs,

Raw lins, Laram¡e. Cheyenne,
P¡ne Blulls

lnterstate 25. lnters tate i BO

Nebraska 455 31

K¡mball, Sidney. Ogailata.
North Platle. Lex¡ngton,
Keãrney. Grand lsland.
Sew ard, York, L¡ncoln,

Omaha

lnterslate 76, tnterstate tBO.
lnlerstate 680. lnlerstale 480

low a 3 06.5 7

Counc¡l Bluf f s. Des Moines
New lon. low a City,

Davenport

lnterslate 29. lnlerstate 29.
lnterslate 680, lnterstate

35/lnters late 235, lnterstate
35/lnterslate 235, tnterstate 380.

lnlerslate 280. lnlerstate 74

lll¡nois r63.52
Moline, Genesco, pr¡nceton,

La Salle, OIlaw a. t\¡orr¡s.
Jol¡et, Chicago

lnlerstate 88. lnterslate
74l¡nterslate 280. lnrerstate iB0

lnterstate 39. lnlerstale S5.
lnterstate 294. lnlerstale g4

lndiana 15'l 65
Hammond, Gary. South

Bend, Etkhart
lnterstate 65. tnters late

9o/lnters tate 94

Ohio 237.07 ïoledo, Ely ria. Cteveland
Y oungslow n

lnterstate 280, lnterstate 90,
lnterstate 480. tnterstâte 71.
lnterstate 77, lnterslate 271,
lnterstate 480, tnlerstate 76.

Penns ylvan¡a 311 .24
Sharon, Mercer. Ctarion,

Dubois. Milton. Bloomsburg.
Slroudsburg

lnterstate 79, Future lnterstãte 99.
lnlerstate 180, tnterstate 81.

lnterstate 380

New Jersey 68.1
Paterson, Hackensack

Tenneck

Intefstate 287, lnters tale 280.
Garden state Pafkw ay,lntefstãte

95

TOTA L 2,906.7 7

Figure 8.9
l-80 Ex¡t Junctions
ftom lnterstate Roule Log and Finders List, January 1991
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0 miles New York City 0:00
481 Cleveland 9:13
345 Chicaqo 6:58
362 Des Moines 7:10
143 Omaha 2:16
285 North Platte 5:23
215 Cheyenne 4:10
146 Rawlins 2:43
294 Salt Lake City 5:30
362 Winnemucca 7:07
1ù4 Reno 3:16
228 San Francisco 4:35

East-West: l-80

3025 59 hours

F¡gure 8.10
l-80 Major Cit¡es: T¡me/Distance
lrom Rand McNaily Road Attas 2002- M¡ltenium Edit¡on

Service Type: GROUND Weight 3.00 Lbs

Figure 8.11
Status of package shipped from California to New york by UpS Ground Delivery
from UPS.com

Date Time Location Activity
1 1-Nov-02 11:52 f{ll Brooklyn, NY Delivery

6:30 AIV Brooklyn, NY Out for Delivery
4:20f$ll Brooklyn, NY Arriwl Scan

9-Nov-02 2:12 f$t4l Secaucus, NJ Departure Scan
8-Nov-02 5:01 PM Secaucus, NJ Arrival Scan
5-Nov-02 12:12 ftlt[ Laguna Hills, CA Departure Scan
4-Nov-02 7:06 PM Laguna Hills, CA Billing lnfo Receir¡ed

6:02 PM Laguna Hills, CA Origin Scan
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Design

Spctd Marimum Maximum Tolat
(mph) e f (e*ft

Rounded
Maximum lrlaxlmum Maximum.
IÞgree of Degree of Radius
Curre Curve (fi)

.2t

.20

.19

.t8

.t]

. l(¡

.13

.22

.2t

.20

.19

.ìE

.t'l

.t6

.2_5

.24

.2.-l

22
.2t
.:()
.t9
.lE

.27

.26

.25
.24
.23
.22
.2t
.20

.ûr

.&t

.04

.0{

.G1

.04

.06
.06
.0ó
.0ó
.0ó
.06
.06
.(b

.08

.0ti

.08

.08

.08

.08

.0t{

.08

20
30
40
50
.55
g)

20
30
40
_50

5.5

60
65
70

20
3()
.t0
50
5.5

60
ó5
't0

.t7

.16

.t5

.14

.l-ì

.t:

.t1

.t6

.l-5

.t4

.t3

.t:

.il

.10

.t l

.t6

.15

.¡4

.13

.12

.lt

.t0

.tó

.15

.t4

.t3

.t2

.ll

.t0

.17

.t6

. t.5

.14

.tl

.t2

.II

.10

44.97
I 9.04
10.r7
6.17
4.83
3.81

49.25
20.94
n.24
6.85
5.40
4.28
3.4.5
2.80

53.54
22.84
t2.3 r
7.5.1
s.97
1.76
-3.8.5

3.1-5

57.82
24.75
13.38
8.22
ó.53
5.21
4.26
3.-50

(i2 l0
2ó.ó5
t4.46
8.9 t
7. l0
5.7 |
1.66
3.8.5

19.25
2r.0
il .25
6.75
5.5
1.25
1.5
2.15

il6
273
s09
lì49

t,ftil
|,.148
|.63't
2.0113

4.5.0 tz't
r9.0 302r0.0 5736.0 95s4.75 I .1863.75 t.528

20
30
40
,50

55
ó{)
65
'to

20
30
40
.50

55
ó{)
ó5
70

.t0

.10

.t0

.t0

.10

.t0

.t0

.10

.12

.t2

.t2
_t2
.t2
.t2
.ì2
.12

.29

.28

.?'l

.26

.25

.23

.22

5_j.5 t07
2?.75 25?
t2.25 468
7.5 7M
ó.0 960
1.75 I ,20ó
3.7.5 1.52S
3.0 I .910

5f1.0 99
24.'t5 231
r J.25 4.12
11.25 691
6.-5 ll'l'l
5.25 1,09t
4,25 l.34fi
3.5 l,ó37

62.0
26.75
I4.5
9.0
7.0
5.75
4.75
3.75

92
214
39-5

ó37
807
99ó

I 20ó
| 528

NOTE: ln rccognitirn ol s¡fcry cmsidcrdions, ur o[ c*, = 0.O1 shoul¡j t¿ lim¡tcd to urb3n c(nditìùslC¡lcuJ¡tcd using roundcd nraxirnum r.lcgrue of cunt.

Figure 8.12
Maximum degree of curve and min¡mum fadius determined for limit¡ng values of e and f, rural highways
and high-speed urban slreets.
r1o1 {{!Hro A Poricy on Geomerric Design of H¡ghways a,d sÍreefs.. 1990, (AASHTo.washington,
D.C.,1990),154.
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4 Level Stack

Parclo

Half Cloverleaf

Trumpet

Semi-Directional T

F¡gure 8.13

Directional T

lnterchange Typology
from www. anglefìre.com/on3/donovanmartin/¡nterchanges/3way.html
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